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PRUDENTIAL MONEY MARKET FUND
31 DECEMBER 2015
PRUDENTIAL MONEY MARKET FUND
COMBINED
FUND
FACT SHEETS
cOmmeNTarY
31QUarTerlY
DecemBer
2015

aNNUaliseD PerFOrmaNce
1 year
3 years
5 years
7 years
10 years
Since inception#

a class
6.2%
5.6%
5.5%
6.2%
7.2%
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Private sector credit extension in November 2015 increased sharply
from 8.8% yoy in October 2015 to 9.5% yoy (consensus expectation
was 8.6%yoy with even the highest estimate significantly lower than
the actual figure at 9.1% yoy).

2009
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Growth projections were marked down again to 1.4% (from 1.5%)
in 2015 and 1.5% (from 1.6%) in 2016. The 2017 forecast remained
R100
unchanged at 2.1%. The MPC indicated the risks to the inflation

BeNchmark
5.6%
5.2%
5.2%
5.9%
7.0%
7.7%

X class
6.3%
5.7%
n/a
n/a
n/a
5.6%

a class
6.5%

X class
6.6%

Inception date X Class: 1 April 2011

aNNUal eFFecTiVe YielD
Fund yield (net of fees)
reTUrNs siNce iNcePTiON##
Highest annualised return
Lowest annualised return

a class
13.0%
5.0%

DaTe
30 Jun 2003
30 Sep 2013

FUND characTerisTics
Weighted average duration

47 days

12-month rolling performance figure

TOP issUers*
1. Nedbank Ltd
2. Absa Bank Ltd
3. The Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd
4. Firstrand Bank Ltd
5. Investec Bank Ltd

20.3%
19.5%
19.3%
19.2%
15.9%

asseT allOcaTiON
SA Cash

100.0%

reTUrN

iNcOme
risk/reTUrN PrOFile:

reTUrN

R100 Initial Investment

lower than the consensus expectation of 4.5% yoy (October’s number
was 4.2% yoy). November PPI showed some tentative signs of passthrough with petrol and diesel inflation slowing.

The SARB MPC
R200raised the repo rate by 25bp to 6.25% at their November
meeting, surprising the market where the consensus expectation was
for rates to remain on hold. The decision was not unanimous, with
two MPC members
voting for rates to stay unchanged.
R150

##

PROPERTY/

GLOBAL
iNcOme
FUND
EQUITY

risk/reTUrN PrOFile:

PerFOrmaNce
outlook remain on the upside. These risks include electricity tariffs,
OverFacT
the past sheeT/miNimUm
quarter, the fund delivered a return
of 1.70% (gross)DOcUmeNT
DisclOsUre
versus its benchmark the STeFI Call Deposit Index which returned
wage settlements, extended droughts in some parts of the country
1.45%. The current average duration of the fund is 47 days relative
and the exchange rate.
to
the 90
day maximum
average duration.
siNce
iNcePTiON
cUmUlaTiVe
PerFOrmaNce, DisTriBUTiONs reiNVesTeD (a class)
CPI inflation increased slightly to 4.8% yoy in November 2015 from
The biggest drivers of market movements in South Africa were the
4.7% yoy in October. This was in line with market consensus. Softer
R300 of Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene by President Zuma
surprise dismissal
deflation in fuel prices, sticky annual price growth in food and nonr280.37
in December and the downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to
alcoholic beverages and gains in restaurant and hotels inflation were
Benchmark
BBB- by Fitch (as well as being placed on negative outlook by S&P).
r276.15
the main drivers behind the modest rise in headline CPI.
R250 sell-off of South African assets saw Zuma respond by
The subsequent
appointing Pravin Gordhan in place of the unknown David van Rooyen.
PPI inflation increased marginally to 4.3% yoy in November 2015,

#

MULTIASSET

INCOME

mONeY
markeT
FUND

lOW

meD

high

risk
mONeY
markeT

FUNDmaNagers:
FUND
RoshenlOW
Harry and Sandile
meD Malinga high

asisa caTegOrY: risk
South African - Interest Bearing - Money
FUND OBJecTiVe:
Market
To protect the capital of investors in an absolute
BeNchmark:
sense,
while providing income in excess of
STeFI Call Deposit
Index rates. Investors’ capital
short-term
bank deposit
remains
highly
liquid.
iNcePTiON DaTe: While this is a low-risk
fund,
should be aware that the
9 April investors
2002
possibility of capital loss does exist. This could
FUND size:
happen
should an issuer of an underlying
R4 656 893in200
investment
the Fund default, in which case
losses could be borne by investors.
iNVesTOr PrOFile:
Risk-averse individuals requiring a short-term
investment with protection from equity and
bond market-type volatility. Capital protection
is more important to the individual than
long-term capital growth. The recommended
investment horizon is 1 – 12 months.
iNVesTmeNT maNDaTe:
South African short-term, highly liquid money
market instruments with a maturity of less
than thirteen months. The weighted average
duration of the underlying assets may not
exceed 90 days and the weighted average legal
maturity may not exceed 120 days. The Fund is
managed to comply with regulations governing
retirement fund investments (Regulation 28).
FUND maNagers:

hOW
TO iNVesT
Roshen Harry
and Sandile Malinga

*As at 31 December 2015 (updated quarterly)

asisa caTegOrY:
0860 105 775
South African - Interest Bearing - Money
Market
iNVesTmeNT OPTiONs
Minimum lump sum investment
Minimum monthly debit order

a class
R50 000
n/a

X class
R50 000
n/a

a class
X class
iNiTial Fees (excl. VaT)
Disclaimer
0.00%
0.00%
Prudential
Prudential
Unit Trusts ltd (Registration number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management company (#29). Assets
are managed by Prudential
Investment
0.00%
0.00%
FinancialPortfolio
adviser managers
(if applicable)

Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary Financial Services Provider (#45199). The Trustee’s/Custodian details are: Standard Bank of South Africa Limited
- Trustee Services & Investor Services. 20th Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre, Heerengracht, Cape Town. Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally medium-to
long-term
investments.
Past performance
necessarily
a guide to future investment performance. Unit trust prices are calculated on a netaasset
value basis. This means
the price is
(excl.
VaT)
class
X class
aNNUal
maNagemeNT
Feesis not
the total net market value of all assets of the unit trust fund divided by the total number of units of the fund. Any market movements – for example in share prices, bond prices, money
Prudential
0.35%
0.25%
market
prices or currency fluctuations - relevant to the underlying assets of the fund may cause the value of the underlying assets to go up or down.
As a result, the price
of your units
0.00%
Financial
service
(if applicable)
may
go up oradviser
down. Unit
trustsfee**
are traded
at the ruling forward price of the day, meaning that transactions are processed during the day before
you or the Manager 0.05%
know what the
price
at the end
of the day annual
will be.management
The price and
**
Included
in Prudential’s
feetherefore
above the number of units involved in the transaction are only known on the following day. The unit trust fund may borrow up to
10% of the fund value, and it may also lend any scrip (proof of ownership of an investment instrument) that it holds to earn additional income. A Prudential unit trust fund may consist
of different fund classes that are subject to different fees and charges. Where applicable, the Manager will pay your financial adviser an agreed standard ongoing adviser fee, which is
eXPeNses
(incl. VaT)
a class
included
in the overall
costs of the fund. A Collective Investment Schemes (CIS) summary with all fees and maximum initial and ongoing adviser
fees is available on X
ourclass
website. One
can
alsoExpense
obtain additional
information on Prudential products on the Prudential website. The Manager may, at its discretion, close your chosen0.44%
unit trust fund to new investors
0.32% and to
Total
Ratio (TER)
additional investments by existing investors to make sure that it is managed in accordance with its mandate. It may also stop your existing debit order investment. The Manager makes no
0.02%
Transaction
(TC)invested in the fund or the returns of the fund. Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place the fund under liquidity
guarantees
as toCosts
the capital
pressure and, in such0.02%
circumstances;
aTotal
process
of ring fencing
withdrawal
instructions and managed pay outs over time may be followed. A money market fund is not a bank deposit0.46%
account. The Prudential0.34%
Money Market
Investment
Charges
(IC)
Fund aims to maintain a constant price of 100 cents per unit. A forward looking yield is used. This means that the last seven days’ yield (less the maximum service charges, including VAT)
Where
a
transaction
cost
is
not
readily
available,
a
reasonable
best
estimate
has
been
used.
Estimated
transaction
costs
may
include
Bond,
Money
Market,
and
FX
costs
(where
applicable).
is taken and is annualised for the next 12 month period, assuming the income returns are reinvested. Yields for money market funds are published daily. The purpose of the money market
yield is to indicate to investors a compounded annual return for all money market portfolios on a comparable basis. The yield calculation is not used for income distribution purposes. The
total return to the investor is primarily made up of interest received but may also include any gain or loss made as a result of a default by an issuer of any instrument held by the fund.
This can have the effect of a capital loss. Such losses will be borne by the Prudential Money Market Fund and its investors and in order to maintain a constant price of 100 cents per unit,
investors’ unit holdings may be reduced to the extent of such losses. Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website. These are also available upon request. The performance
is calculated for the portfolio. Individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax.
Purchase and repurchase requests must be received by the Manager by 13h30 (11h30 for Money Market and 10h30 for Dividend Income Funds) SA time each business day. All online
purchase and repurchase transactions must be received by the Manager by 10h30 (for all Funds) SA time each business day.
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Sources: Prudential, Morningstar & Deutsche Securities
sources:

prudential.co.za
BeNchmark:
STeFI Call Deposit Index
iNcePTiON
DaTe:
query@myprudential.co.za
9 April 2002
FUND size:
Application
R4 656 893 200

forms

Invest now

Application forms and all required
documentation must be faxed to
+27 11 263 6143 or e-mailed to
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.

PRUDENTIAL HIGH INTEREST FUND
31 DECEMBER 2015
COMBINED COMMENTARY
FUND FACT SHEETS
QUARTERLY

The maximum term of instruments is limited to 3 years compared to

money market funds at 13 months. The fund also has a maximum
PRUDENTIAL HIGH INTEREST FUND
weighted average duration of 180 days as opposed to a typical money
The biggest drivers of market movements in South Africa were the
31
2015
market fund targeting a maximum 90 days weighted average maturity.
surprisedECEMBER
dismissal of Finance Minister
Nhlanhla Nene by President Zuma
in December and the downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to
Relative to the 180 day maximum average duration, the fund currently
BBB- by Fitch (as well as being placed on negative outlook by S&P).
has a duration of about 162 days.
The subsequent sell-off of South African assets saw President Zuma
respond
by appointing
Pravin Gordhan in place
of the unknowndOCUMENT
FACT
SHEET/MINIMUM
dISCLOSURE
FUNd STRATEgY
David van Rooyen.
The Fund has generally sought to take advantage of Banks’ requirements

We continue to look for opportunities that will enhance the return
to investors without compromising the stability of their capital.

A CLASS
6.0%
5.9%
5.7%
5.8%
5.8%

2015

2012

2011

2010

#

2% of fund was invested in longer dated floating rate securities such
as Fortress Income Fund and the Industrial Development Corporation.
A further 0.5% was invested in longer dated bank floating rate notes
in order to take advantage of the widening of credit spreads.

2014

R120

The degree to which inflation fears have risen and become endemic
is shown by the movement in the FRA market: FRAs for three-month
R110
interest rates
in two years’ time have risen from 8.0% at the start of
the quarter to 9.0% at the end of Q4, a full 1.0 percentage point
increase in market expectations, reflecting a huge repricing of the
R100
money market.

2013

R100 Initial Investment

to secure longer dated funding which better matches the profile of
Over the two days of Nene-gate alone, bond yields jumped some
SINCE INCEpTION CUMULATIVE pERFORMANCE, dISTRIBUTIONS REINVESTEd
(A CLASS)
their loan books.
This has led to a steep credit curve whereby they are
180bps, with the 10-year yield moving from 8.80% to a peak of
prepared to pay significantly more for funding beyond the 12 month
10.60%. By quarter-end this had fallen back to around 9.50%, still
point. We prefer these longer dated securities and have exposure to
R140
leaving yields 75-80bps higher than before Nene’s dismissal, exacerbated
securities issued by banks such as ABSA, Standard Bank, FirstRand,
by thin trading conditions.
One-year
interest
rates
rocketed
even
Benchmark
Nedbank and Investec both in floating and fixed rate securities.
R132.37
higher, up 120bps and leading to some yield curve flattening. The
R130
R132.32
All Bond Index lost 6.4% in Q4, for a 2015 total return of -3.9%.
During the quarter, the fund increased its exposure to longer
dated
For the year, 1-3 year fixed rate bonds returned 4.1%. Cash returned
floating rate securities issued by corporates (including banks) as well as
1.1% for the quarter.
reducing the relative amount of fixed securities in the portfolio. About

BENCHMARk
6.5%
6.2%
5.8%
5.8%
5.8%

X CLASS
6.1%
6.0%
5.8%
n/a
5.8%

d CLASS
6.2%
6.4%
6.2%
6.1%
6.1%

A CLASS
6.4%

X CLASS
6.5%

d CLASS
6.6%

Inception dates: X Class: 1 April 2011, D Class: 9 December 2010

CURRENT ANNUALISEd YIELd
Fund yield (net of fees)

RETURNS SINCE INCEpTION##
Highest annualised return
Lowest annualised return
##

A CLASS
6.4%
5.1%

dATE
30 Sep 2015
31 Jan 2014

FUNd CHARACTERISTICS
Weighted average duration

162 days

12-month rolling performance figure

RETURN

The Prudential High Interest Fund was launched in December 2010
with the aim of delivering returns in excess of money market yields
without compromising the stability of the capital. Although capital
protection is not guaranteed we highlight the low risk nature of the
portfolio and hence the remote prospect for capital loss over periods
exceeding a few days.

HIgH
INTEREST
FUNd

LOW

MEd

HIgH

RISk

FUNd MANAgERS:
Roshen Harry and Sandile Malinga
ASISA CATEgORY:
South African - Interest Bearing - Short Term
BENCHMARk:
STeFI Composite Index measured over a rolling
INCOME
12-month period
INCEpTION dATE:
RISk/RETURN pROFILE:
8 December 2010
FUNd SIzE:
R8 308 130 684

RETURN

FUNd pERFORMANCE
The Prudential High Interest Fund generated a return of 1.44% (gross)
for the quarter compared to its benchmark, the STeFI Composite Index
which returned 1.62% (gross).

Growth projections were marked down again to 1.4% (from 1.5%)
in 2015 and 1.5% (from 1.6%) in 2016. The 2017 forecast remained
unchanged at 2.1%. The MPC indicated the risks to the inflation
outlook remain on the upside. These risks include electricity tariffs,
wage settlements, extended droughts in some parts of the country
and the exchange rate.

PROPERTY/

GLOBAL
INCOME
FUNd
EQUITY

RISk/RETURN pROFILE:

MARkET OVERVIEW
At its November MPC meeting, the SA Reserve Bank (SARB) raised
the repo rate by 25bp to 6.25%, surprising the market where the
consensus expectation was for rates to remain on hold. The decision
was not unanimous, with 2 MPC members voting for rates to stay
unchanged.

ANNUALISEd pERFORMANCE
1 year
2 years
3 years
5 years
Since inception#

MULTIASSET

INCOME

HIgH
INTEREST
FUNd

LOW

MEd

HIgH

RISk

FUNd OBJECTIVE:
To maximise the current level of income above
money market and current account yields, while
providing maximum capital stability and a high
degree of liquidity. This actively managed fund
invests in slightly longer duration instruments
than money market funds. The daily unit price
will move slightly, in line with the performance
of its holdings.
INVESTOR pROFILE:
Individuals requiring a higher yield than that
from a money market or current account,
without taking on unnecessary risk. Capital
HOW TO INVEST
stability and a high income yield are more
important than long-term capital growth.
0860 105
775 horizon is 3-12
The recommended
investment
months, or longer depending on income needs
and risk profile.

prudential.co.za

dISCLAIMER
TOp ISSUERS*

ASSET ALLOCATION

prudential
portfolio
approved CISCA management
1. Nedbank
LtdManagers Unit Trusts Ltd (Registration number: 1999/0524/06) is an 19.8%
SA Cash company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment
88.8%
Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary Financial Services Provider (#45199). The Trustee’s/Custodian details are: Standard Bank of South Africa Limited - Trustee
2. Investec Bank Ltd
16.7%
SA Bonds (ex. Inflation-linked Bonds)
11.2%
Services & Investor Services. 20th Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre, Heerengracht, Cape Town. Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally medium-to long-term
3. Absa Past
Bank
Ltd
12.0%
investments.
performance
is not necessarily a guide to future investment performance. Unit
trust prices are calculated on a net asset value basis. This means the price is the total net
market
value
of all assetsBank
of theof
unitSouth
trust fund
divided
Any market movements – for example in share prices, bond prices, money market prices
4. The
Standard
Africa
Ltdby the total number of units of the fund.
11.3%
or currency fluctuations - relevant to the underlying assets of the fund may cause the value of the underlying assets to go up or down. As a result, the price of your units may go up or
5. Firstrand Bank Ltd
10.8%
down. Unit trusts are traded at the ruling forward price of the day, meaning that transactions are processed during the day before you or the Manager know what the price at the end
*Asthe
at day
31 December
2015
quarterly)
of
will be. The
price(updated
and therefore
the number of units involved in the transaction are only known on the following day. The unit trust fund may borrow up to 10% of the fund
value, and it may also lend any scrip (proof of ownership of an investment instrument) that it holds to earn additional income. A Prudential unit trust fund may consist of different fund
classes that are subject to different fees and charges. Where applicable, the Manager will pay your financial adviser an agreed standard ongoing adviser fee, which is included in the overall
costs of the fund. A Collective Investment Schemes (CIS) summary with all fees and maximum initial and ongoing adviser fees is available on our website. One can also obtain additional
information on Prudential products on the Prudential website. The Manager may, at its discretion, close your chosen unit trust fund to new investors and to additional investments by
existing investors to make sure that it is managed in accordance with its mandate. It may also stop your existing debit order investment. The Manager makes no guarantees as to the
capital invested in the fund or the returns of the fund. Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place the fund under liquidity pressure and, in certain circumstances; a process of ring
fencing withdrawal instructions may be followed. The Fund is an interest bearing fund. A current annualised yield is used. This means the portion of the return of the Fund that is attributed
to income generated over the last 12 months, assuming the investor reinvests all distributions and incurs no transaction fees or taxes. Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential
INVESTMENT OpTIONS
A CLASS
X CLASS
d CLASS
website. These are also available upon request. The performance is calculated for the portfolio. Individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment
000 by 13h30 (11h30
R20 000
R50and
million
Minimum
sum investment
date,
the datelump
of reinvestment
and dividend withholding tax. Purchase and repurchase requests must be received by R20
the Manager
for Money Market
10h30 for
Dividend
Income
Funds) SA
time each
business day. All online purchase and repurchase transactions must be received by the
Manager by 10h30 (forn/a
all Funds) SA time each n/a
business day.
n/a
Minimum
monthly
debit
order

INITIAL FEES (excl. VAT)
Prudential
Page
page 3
1 of 25
1 prudential
Prudential
Combined
Sheets
December 2015
High
InterestFund
FundFact
Q4 2015
commentary
Financial adviser
(if applicable)
ANNUAL MANAgEMENT FEES (excl. VAT)

A CLASS
X CLASS
d CLASS
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
Sources:
Prudential,
Morningstar
Securities
0.25%
(max)
0.25%
(max) & Deutsche
0.00%
A CLASS

X CLASS

d CLASS

INVESTMENT MANdATE:
The Fund invests in a flexible mix of non-equity
securities.query@myprudential.co.za
Its maximum weighted average
duration is 180 days and the maximum duration
of any one instrument is 36 months. The Fund is
managedApplication
to comply withforms
regulations governing
retirement fund investments (Regulation 28).
FUNd MANAgERS:
Invest now
Roshen Harry and Sandile Malinga
ASISA CATEgORY:
South African - Interest Bearing - Short Term

Application
forms and all required
BENCHMARk:
STeFI Composite Index
documentation
mustmeasured
be faxedover
to a rolling
12-month
period
+27
11 263
6143 or e-mailed to
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.
INCEpTION dATE:
8 December 2010
FUNd SIzE:
R8 308 130 684

PRUDENTIAL HIGH YIELD BOND FUND
31 DECEMBER 2015
COMBINED cOmmeNTarY
FUND FACT SHEETS
QUarTerlY

MULTIASSET

INCOME

For the quarter nominal bonds, which returned -6.4% (as measured
by the ALBI), underperformed cash which returned 1.1% (STEFI) and
inflation-linked bonds which returned 0.9% (JSE CILI). We entered
the quarter with a small duration overweight. Subsequent to “Nenegate”- the surprise dismissal of Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene by
President Zuma on 9 December - and the sharp spike in yields we
added to this position. We continue to look for opportunities to add
to our corporate bond exposure.
Fund performance benefitted from income accrual over the quarter
and the increased yield derived from non-government bonds but this
was outweighed by the overweight duration position held prior to
the “Nene-gate” selloff.

markeT OVerVieW
In the US, GDP growth registered 2.1% (q/q annualised) in the third
quarter compared to 3.9% in Q2. Growth has been driven largely
by stronger US consumer spending thanks to much cheaper oil and
greater job security. Very strong October jobs data bolstered the Fed’s
case for a rate hike (with non-farm payrolls rising by 271,000 and
average hourly earnings growing 2.5%) and December saw the US
Federal Reserve raise interest rates 25 basis points (bps).
In the Eurozone, growth remained modest, while inflation was only
0.1% y/y in November. Q3 GDP growth did improve to 1.6% (q/q
annualised), while 1.5% is forecast for 2015 as a whole and 1.8%
in 2016, boosted by the ECB’s QE programme and continuing falls in
Eurozone unemployment. A further expansion of the QE programme
announced on 3 December disappointed markets: 10-year bond
yields sold off by about 20bps, equities fell 2-3% and the euro
strengthened as a result. The ECB also lowered the bank deposit
rate by 10bps to -0.3%.

Other emerging markets, meanwhile, remained under serious pressure
from falling commodity prices, the stronger dollar and investor caution,
although the Fed’s rate hike has finally relieved some uncertainty –
there was a small but generally positive response in EM currencies
to the actual hike, as it had largely already been priced into assets
before the move. It has been a horrible year in general for EM and
commodity-driven economies:
In South Africa local markets were hit hard by “Nene-gate”. This
came shortly after the downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to
BBB- by Fitch and being placed on negative outlook by S&P, and in
reaction the rand, bonds and financial shares all sold off sharply on
10 and 11 December. Zuma then appointed the experienced and
well-respected Pravin Gordhan as the new Finance Minister in place
of unknown Des van Rooyen. And although markets did subsequently
retrace some losses, bonds and the rand remained significantly weaker
through December.
For the quarter the rand lost 10.8% versus the US dollar, 8.3% against
sterling, and 8.3% versus the euro, and in 2015 it depreciated 25.3%
against the US dollar, 21% versus sterling and 16.8% versus the euro.
Bond yields had been grinding higher earlier in the quarter, factoring
in the SA Reserve Bank’s 25bp rate hike in October (for a cumulative
125bp rise over the cycle to date), the expected US rate hike and
the credit rating downgrades. Over the two days of Nene-gate alone,
bond yields jumped some 180bps, with the 10-year yield moving from
8.80% to a peak of 10.60%. By quarter-end this had fallen back
to around 9.50%, still leaving yields 75-80bps higher than before
Nene’s dismissal, exacerbated by thin trading conditions. One-year
interest rates rocketed even higher, up 120bps and leading to some
yield curve flattening.

risk/reTUrN PrOFile:

reTUrN

PerFOrmaNce

PROPERTY/

GLOBAL
iNcOme
FUND
EQUITY

HigH YielD
BOND FUND

lOW

meD

HigH

risk

FUND maNagers:
David Knee and Gareth Bern
asisa caTegOrY:
South African - Interest Bearing - Variable Term
BeNcHmark:
BEASSA Total Return All Bond Index
iNcePTiON DaTe:
27 October 2000
FUND size:
R650 955 018

PRUDENTIAL HIGH YIELD BOND FUND
31 DecemBer 2015

aNNUaliseD PerFOrmaNce
1 year
3 years
5 years
7 years
10 years
Since inception#
#

a class
-5.0%
1.4%
5.7%
6.0%
6.8%
9.9%

BeNcHmark
-3.9%
2.1%
6.1%
6.3%
7.0%
10.2%

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

B class
-4.7%
1.8%
6.0%
6.4%
7.1%
8.6%

Inception date B Class: 1 April 2003

risk/reTUrN PrOFile:

HigH YielD
BOND FUND

lOW

meD

HigH

risk

FUND OBJecTiVe:
HOW
TO iNVesT

To maximise income while securing steady
capital growth. This is achieved by investing in
0860
105of775
a diversified
portfolio
high-yield bonds in the
South African market.
iNVesTOr
PrOFile:
prudential.co.za
Individuals that require a high level of income
from their capital investment with relatively low
risk. Thequery@myprudential.co.za
recommended investment horizon
is 1-3 years, or longer when used as strategic
exposure to the asset class.

Application forms

Disclaimer
Prudential Portfolio managers Unit Trusts ltd (Registration number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment
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The degree to which inflation fears have risen and become endemic is
shown by the movement in the FRA (forward rate agreement) market
In Japan,
the growth
outlook remained softerDisclOsUre
than other developedDOcUmeNT
FacT
sHeeT/miNimUm
and break-even inflation rate (the difference in yields between the 10economies due its greater export exposure to weak Asian demand,
year conventional and inflation-linked bonds): FRAs for three-month
as well as its fiscal spending constraints caused by high government
interest rates in two years’ time have risen from 8.0% at the start
debt
levels.
GDP growth
is now expected
at 0.6% in 2015
and 1.0%
siNce
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of the quarter
to 9.0% at the end of Q4, reflecting a huge repricing
in 2016. Despite poor domestic growth, over the quarter the Nikkei
of the money market. Break-even inflation has also risen 100bps –
returned 9.2%,
from about 6.5% at the start of the quarter to 7.5% by year-end.
R500 and 10.6% for 2015, making it the best performing
of all the major developed
markets,
assisted
byFund
the weak yen that
Prudential
High Yield
Bond
Such a high level of inflationary fear is surprising given the actual
R450
has boosted
exports.Benchmark
and forecast data: the latest CPI was 4.8% y/y in Novemberr433.28
and has
printed lower than market expectations in seven out of the past
nine
R400
r420.15
In China, concerns have been mounting over the ability of policy makers
months while the SARB and independent economist forecasts don’t
to engineer
a ‘soft landing’ and pessimism around the future outlook
R350
see CPI averaging above 6% in 2016.
reflected itself in economic indicators like retail sales and industrial
R300
production generally surprising positively against economists’ forecasts.
R250 at 6.9% (q/q/ annualised) beat the 6.8% consensus.
Q3 GDP growth
To support the economy, the Chinese central bank cut interest rates
R200
for the sixth time in a year in October. Its December Outlook Report
R150
for 2016 projected
2015 GDP growth at 6.9% and 6.8% for 2016
but these figures are widely viewed as being heavily ‘massaged’ and
R100
indicators such as bank lending and electricity consumption paint a
much bleaker picture.
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iNVesTmeNT maNDaTe:
The Fund invests in a combination of
government, semi-government and corporate
Invest now
bonds, and other interest-bearing securities.
No duration constraints apply. The Fund is
managed to comply with regulations governing
retirement fund investments (Regulation 28).
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which will be difficult to overcome. Fears of significantly higher inflation
on the back of the much-weakened rand and the drought, and even
possible irresponsible fiscal policy, have badly dented the bond market.
Inflation fears rose over the quarter, with break-even inflation rising
100bps – from about 6.5% at the start of the quarter to 7.5% by yearend. The degree to which inflation fears have risen and become endemic
is also shown by the movement in the FRA (forward rate agreement)
market: FRAs for three-month interest rates in two years’ time have risen
from 8.0% at the start of the quarter to 9.0% at the end of Q4, a full
1.0 percentage point increase in market expectations, reflecting a huge
repricing of the money market.
The high level of inflationary fear embedded in the nominal bond
pORTFOLIO MANAgER COMMENTS
market is surprising, given the actual and forecast data: the SARB’s latest
In the US, GDP growth registered 2.1% (q/q annualised) in the third
CPI forecasts call for an average 4.6% y/y in 2015, 6.0% in 2016 and
quarter compared to 3.9% in Q2, which Federal Reserve Chairman
5.8% in 2017. Independent economists forecast CPI to average 5.9%
Janet Yellen characterised as “moderate” but sustainable in a rising rate
in 2016 according to Bloomberg’s survey. Globally inflation remains
environment. Growth has been driven largely by stronger US consumer
low – interestingly, US break-even inflation has been at very low levels
spending thanks to much cheaper oil and greater job security. Very strong
recently of about 1.5% compared to an average of 2% over the past
October jobs data bolstered the Fed’s case for a rate hike (with non-farm
17 years, although it did rise 10-15bps over the quarter.
payrolls rising by 271,000 and average hourly earnings growing 2.5%),
although economic data surprised increasingly on the downside in the
The rand had been trading weaker over the quarter prior to Nene-gate
latter half of the quarter.
on the back of broader EM currency weakness, moving up from about
R13.8/US dollar at the start of October to R14.5 on 9 December. The
Yellen reinforced the message that the US rate hiking cycle would be
local currency then peaked at just over R16/US dollar by 11 December
“gradual”, helping to reassure investors, and this was reflected in the
before recovering somewhat to trade near R15.5/US dollar at year-end.
decline in the Fed’s own views of the future path of interest rates (as
For the quarter the rand lost 10.8% versus the US dollar, 8.3% against
shown in its “dot plot”): by December 2017 it now projects the Fed
sterling, and 8.3% versus the euro, and in 2015 it depreciated 25.3%
Funds rate at 2.4% versus 2.6% previously, and by December 2018 at
against the US dollar, 21% versus sterling and 16.8% versus the euro.
3.3% from 3.4% previously. By contrast, market expectations of interest
rates remained significantly lower than those of the Fed, as Fed Fund
After weakening for most of 2015 so far, bond yields continued their
futures show a rate of only 1.3% by December 2017, an indication
grind higher earlier in the quarter, factoring in the SA Reserve Bank’s
that the market remains more concerned about growth and less about
25bp rate hike in October (for a cumulative 125bp rise over the cycle
inflation than the Fed.
to date), the expected US rate hike and the credit rating downgrades.
Inflation-linked bonds gained ground with a total return of 0.90% for
In the Eurozone, growth remained modest, while inflation was only 0.1%
the quarter and 3.7% over 12 months. Cash, meanwhile, returned 1.1%
y/y in November. Q3 GDP growth did improve to 1.6% (q/q annualised),
for the quarter and 5.9% for 12 months.
while 1.5% is forecast for 2015 as a whole and 1.8% in 2016, boosted by
the ECB’s QE programme and continuing falls in Eurozone unemployment.
In SA equities, financial stocks were the worst hit by Nene-gate as investors
anticipated higher costs for them in a higher interest rate environment.
In China, concerns have been mounting over the ability of policy makers
Share prices of banks like First Rand plummeted nearly 30% over the
to engineer a ‘soft landing’ and pessimism around the future outlook
two days before recovering all but 4% of this later in December. As an
reflected itself in economic indicators like retail sales and industrial
interest rate-sensitive asset, listed property also suffered from Nene-gate,
production generally surprising positively against economists’ forecasts.
with the listed property index having been down 2-3% before the fiasco
The Chinese central bank has pulled out all the stops to support the
and plunging 13.9% on 10 and 11 December, before regaining 7.9%
economy, including cutting interest rates for the sixth time in a year in
on 14 December. By quarter-end it posted a total return of -4.7%, but
October.
After its
wild gyrations in Q3, Chinese equities
were calmer anddOCUMENT
FACT
SHEET/MINIMUM
dISCLOSURE
managed to return 8.0% in 2015 to be the year’s top-performing rand
stronger over the quarter, with the Shanghai Composite Index up about
asset class yet again.
15% to end the year with a 9.4% gain.
Looking ahead, there is no denying that the risks associated with investing
Other emerging markets, meanwhile, remained under serious pressure
in South Africa
risen over the quarter, particularly political risk. With
SINCE
INCEpTION
CUMULATIVE
pERFORMANCE,
dISTRIBUTIONS
REINVESTEd
(A have
CLASS)
from
falling
commodity
prices, the stronger
dollar and investor
caution,
GDP growth slowing further and the rand weakening significantly on
although the Fed’s rate hike has finally relieved some uncertainty – there
top of the ongoing drought, there is more upside risk to inflation going
was a small but generally positive response in EM currencies to the actual
forward, and a greater chance of eventually being downgraded to
R180largely already been priced into assets before the move.
hike, as it had
non-investment grade. South Africa’s high current account deficit and
Prudential
Enhanced
It has been a horrible
year in general
for Income
EM andFund
commodity-driven
relatively large budget deficit make it dependent on foreign investment
R169.01
Benchmark
economies:R170
Brazil’s economy
is now expected to contract by 3.1% in
inflows, which have dwindled in recent months. All of this means that
2015 and 1.2% in 2016, while Russian GDP is seen at -4.0% for 2015
R160
South
Africa
is
likely
to
face
similar
pressures
in
2016
as
those
in 2015;
and -0.4% for 2016.
R157.78
consequently investors can expect continued volatility in financial markets
In South Africa,
amid
the
negative
global
impact
from
further
weakness
R150
over the medium term.
in commodity prices and the rand, local markets were hit hard by “NeneDuring the fourth quarter, as certain local assets became significantly
gate” - the
surprise dismissal of Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene by
R140
cheaper, we took advantage of this to adjust the asset allocation in our
President Zuma on 9 December. This came shortly after the downgrade
multi-asset portfolios. However, our views on global assets have changed
R130 credit rating to BBB- by Fitch and being placed on
of SA’s sovereign
little compared to the previous quarter. Locally, we have moved from
negative outlook by S&P, and in reaction the rand, bonds and financial
underweight listed property to neutral, and from slightly overweight
R120
shares all sold
off sharply on 10 and 11 December. Zuma did show that
conventional bonds to more overweight. This has reduced our cash
he was receptive to the resulting flood of criticism by his about-face in
holdings by purchasing bonds and property from cash. Lastly, we remain
appointingR110
the experienced and well-respected Pravin Gordhan as the new
underweight inflation-linked bonds, given our view that the market is far
Finance Minister in place of unknown ANC backbencher Des van Rooyen.
too pessimistic about long-term inflation in South Africa.
R100 subsequently retracing some losses, bonds and the rand
Despite markets
remained significantly weaker through December. This reflects elevated
The commentary is based on the intended model portfolio, however
client-specific portfolio management may deviate slightly.
political risk and a loss of confidence in policymakers among investors,

pERFORMANCE

South African assets had a tumultuous quarter, with nominal bonds
underperforming both cash and inflation-linked bonds, while listed
property ended the quarter down 4.7%. The JSE IGOV returned 0.9%,
compared to the Alexander Forbes STEFI returning 1.1% over the quarter,
while the JSE All Bond Index returned -6.40%.
For the quarter ending December 2015, the fund returned -0.7% (net
of fees), underperforming cash, as measured by the STeFi composite
index, by 2.1%. Year-to-date the fund returned 5.2%, underperforming
the STeFi by 1.3%.
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The fourth quarter of 2015 (Q4) was generally a more positive one
in global financial markets compared to the previous quarter, but for
South African investors it was a period best forgotten. Although global
growth remained slow, importantly, two major sources of market
uncertainty improved: the US Federal Reserve finally raised interest
rates 25 basis points (bps) in December as expected, and Chinese
economic data stabilised and surprised positively over the three months.

In South Africa, amid the negative global impact from further weakness
in commodity prices and the rand, local markets were hit hard by
“Nene-gate” - the surprise dismissal of Finance Minister Nhlanhla
Nene by President Zuma on 9 December. This came shortly after
SA’s credit rating downgrade to BBB- by Fitch. In reaction the rand,
bonds and financial shares all sold off sharply. Although markets did
subsequently retrace some losses once Pravin Gordhan was named as
his replacement, bonds and the rand remained significantly weaker
through December and into 2016. This reflects elevated political risk
and a loss of investor confidence in policymakers, which will be difficult
to overcome. Fears of significantly higher inflation on the back of the
much-weakened rand and the drought, and even possible irresponsible
fiscal policy, have badly dented the bond market.

As has been the trend this year, developed markets fared better than
emerging markets (EMs), with commodity prices and EM currencies
continuing on their weakening path. The price of Brent crude oil
fell by 23.6%, while gold was down 4.7% and platinum lost 4.4%.
This sustained global deflationary pressures as the European Central
Bank expanded its quantitative easing (QE) programme and Japan
and China continued with their broader policy support. While there
were no significant changes to Chinese GDP growth forecasts during
Q4, there were modest but consistent downward revisions for the
US, the Eurozone and many emerging markets, with a reduction in
the OECD’s global 2015 GDP forecast in November to 2.9% from
3.0% and to 3.3% from 3.6% in 2016.

For the quarter the rand lost 10.8% versus the US dollar, 8.3% against
sterling, and 8.3% versus the euro, and in 2015 it depreciated 25.3%
against the US dollar, 21% versus sterling and 16.8% versus the euro.
Meanwhile, the All Bond Index lost 6.4% in Q4, for a 2015 total
return of -3.9%. For the year, 1-3 year bonds returned 4.1%, while
12+ year bonds returned -7.0%.

In the US, GDP growth decelerated to 2.1% (q/q annualised) in Q3
compared to 3.9% in Q2, which Federal Reserve Chairman Janet
Yellen characterised as “moderate” but sustainable. Growth has been
driven largely by stronger US consumer spending thanks to much
cheaper oil and greater job security. Yellen reinforced the message
that the US rate hiking cycle would be “gradual”, helping to reassure
investors. The S&P 500 returned 7.0% (in US$) for the quarter, but lost
ground in December amid rising investor concerns over earnings – it
returned only 1.7% for the year. US Treasuries sold off prior to the
Fed’s actual rate hike, but subsequently tracking sideways. US highyield bonds lost more ground, impacted by weaker commodity prices
as mining and energy company debt spreads widened. The Barclays
Global Aggregate Bond Index (US$), a mixture of government and
corporate bonds, posted a total return of -1.2% in the quarter, for a
total of -3.2% for the year.

In SA equities, financial stocks were the worst hit by Nene-gate
as investors anticipated higher costs for them in a higher interest
rate environment. The FTSE/JSE All Share Index returned 1.7% in
Q4 for a total return of 5.1% in 2015 in rand terms. As an interest
rate-sensitive asset, SA listed property also suffered from Nene-gate,
with the listed property index posting a total return of -4.7% in Q4.
For the year it returned 8.0% to be the year’s top-performing rand
asset class yet again.

Inflation fears have risen and become endemic during quarter, as shown
In the Eurozone, growth remained modest and inflation subdued.
by the movement in the FRA (forward rate agreement) market and
Q3 GDP growth did improve to 1.6% (q/q annualised), while 1.5%
break-even inflation rate (the difference in yields between the 10-year
is forecast for 2015 as a whole and 1.8% in 2016, boosted by the
conventional and inflation-linked bonds). FRAs for three-month interest
ECB’s enhanced QE programme and continuing falls in Eurozone
rates in two years’ time have risen from 8.0% to 9.0%, reflecting a
huge repricing of the money market. Break-even inflation has also
unemployment. Over the quarter, the Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50 Index
risen 100bps to 7.5%. This is approaching the 8.0% level seen in
(US$) returned 2.8%, for a total return of -4.5% for 2015. In Japan,
2008 when headline inflation was at an elevated 12% y/y; yet the
GDP growth is now expected at 0.6% in 2015 and 1.0% in 2016,
latest CPI remained subdued at 4.8% y/y in November. Such a high
highlighting the need for Abe’s continuing supportive economic
level of inflationary fear is surprising given the actual data and the
policies. Despite poor domestic growth, over the quarter the Nikkei
SARB’s latest CPI forecasts, which call for an average 4.6% y/y in
returned
9.2%,
and 10.6% for 2015, makingdIsCLOsURE
it the best performingdOCUMENT
FACT
sHEET/MINIMUM
2015, 6.0% in 2016 and 5.8% in 2017. Independent economists
of all the major developed markets, assisted by the weak yen that
forecast CPI to average 5.9% in 2016, according to Bloomberg’s
has boosted exports.
survey. Globally, inflation remains low.
sINCE INCEpTION CUMULATIVE pERFORMANCE, dIsTRIBUTIONs REINVEsTEd (A CLAss)
In China, concerns have been mounting over the ability of policymakers
pERFORMANCE
to engineer a ‘soft landing’ and due to pessimism around the future
R700
The Fund returned 2.9% (net of fees) for the fourth quarter of
outlook, although Q3 GDP growth at 6.9% (q/q/ annualised) beat
R660.30
2015 and has returned 8.7% for the 12-month period ending 31
the 6.8% consensus.Objective
The Chinese central bank has pulled out all the
R600
December 2015. The Fund’s holdings in international equity and cash
stops to support the economy, including cutting interest rates for the
and underweight in SA equity were the main positive contributors
sixth time in a year in October. Its December Outlook Report for 2016
R500
to performance, while its SA nominal bond exposure detracted
from
R471.69
projected 2015 GDP growth at 6.9% and 6.8% for 2016 but these
value. The Fund has delivered a return of 13.7% per annum since
figures areR400
widely viewed as being heavily ‘massaged’; indicators such
inception (net of fees), while CPI inflation has averaged 5.7% per
as bank lending and electricity consumption paint a much bleaker
annum over the same period.
picture. After its wild gyrations in Q3, Chinese equities were calmer

GLOBAL
MULTI-AssET

RIsk/RETURN pROFILE:

RETURN

has been a horrible year in general for EMs and commodity-driven
economies: Brazil’s economy is expected to contract by 3.1% in 2015
and 1.2% in 2016, while Russian GDP is seen at -4.0% for 2015 and
-0.4% for 2016. In Q4, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index (US$)
returned 0.7%, and -14.6% for the year. This compares to -0.3%
for developed markets (MSCI World Free Index, US$) in 2015. In US
dollar terms, Brazilian equities lost 41.8% for the year, Turkey was
down 31.6% and South Africa returned -25.1%.

MARkET OVERVIEW

PROPERTY/
EQUITY

INFLATION pLUs FUNd

LOW

MEd

HIgH

RIsk

FUNd MANAgERs:
Michael Moyle, David Knee and Marc
Beckenstrater
AsIsA CATEgORY:
South African - Multi-Asset - Low Equity
OBJECTIVE:
CPI+5% p.a. over a rolling 3-year period
INCEpTION dATE:
1 June 2001
FUNd sIzE:
R37 593 483 437
AWARds:
Raging Bull: 2013
Morningstar: 2015

R300

and stronger, with the Shanghai Composite Index up about 15% to
end the year
with a 9.4% gain.
R200

ANNUALIsEd pERFORMANCE
1 year
3 years
5 years
7 years
10 years
Since inception#
#

A CLAss
8.7%
12.0%
13.2%
12.6%
11.9%
13.8%

OBJECTIVE
9.8%
10.3%
10.5%
10.2%
11.5%
11.2%

X CLAss
9.0%
12.3%
n/a
n/a
n/a
14.0%

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Other emerging markets, meanwhile, remained under serious pressure
R100
from falling commodity prices, the stronger dollar and investor caution,
although the Fed’s rate hike has finally relieved some uncertainty. It

sTRATEgY ANd OUTLOOk
Our global asset allocation continues to favour global equities over
local SA equities, as global equities remain more attractively valued
than SA equities. Despite recent weakness, we believe local equities
are somewhat expensive, and we remain neutral in this asset class.
2009

B CLAss
9.5%
12.8%
14.0%
13.4%
12.6%
13.8%

Inception dates: X Class: 1 July 2011, B Class: 1 July 2002
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R100 Initial Investment

PRUDENTIAL INFLATION PLUS FUND
31 dECEMBER 2015

INFLATION pLUs FUNd

LOW

MEd

HIgH

RIsk

FUNd OBJECTIVE:
The primary objective is to outperform CPI by
5% (before fees) over a rolling 3-year period.
The secondary objective is to reduce the risk of
capital loss over any rolling 12-month period.
INVEsTOR pROFILE:
Individuals looking for a low-to medium-risk
multi-asset fund. Individuals and retirees who
want to protect their investment from the
detrimental effects of inflation over time. The
recommended investment horizon is 3 years or
longer.
INVEsTMENT MANdATE:
The Fund invests in an actively managed,

PRUDENTIAL INFLATION PLUS FUND
31 DECEMBER
DECEMBER2015
2015
31
COMBINED
FUND FACTDISCLOSURE
SHEETS
QUARTERLY
COMMENTARY
FACT
SHEET/MINIMUM
DOCUMENT

INCOME

However,
domestic portfolios, we expect local equities to offer
andTOTAL
rising interest
rates continue. During12-MONTH
the quarterYIELD
we also added
INCOME for
DISTRIBUTIONS
DISTRIBUTIONS
to our overweight
position in nominal bonds given
the spike in yields.
reasonable
returns over
3.70 cpu
2.34%
(A Class) 31real
December
2015the medium-term.
4.15
2.47%
(A Class) 30 June 2015
We also retain
ancpu
overweight exposure to corporate
bonds, which still
We continue to favour certain financial stocks over expensive industrials,
offer attractive yields over their government counterparts.
and
remain
resources, all positions that added value to
5.06 cpu
3.03%
(B Class)
31underweight
December 2015
5.45 cpu more expensive versus
3.15%
our
portfolios
in 2015.
Notwithstanding, December saw an acceleration
With ILBs becoming
their conventional
(B Class)
30 June
2015
If
income
earned in the
dividends
and interest
exceeds
the total
expenses,
the Fund will
make a distribution.
(cpu =stayed
cents per
unit)
inthe
the
depreciation
ofform
theofrand,
which
hurt the
banks
(in which
we
counterparts,
we have
underweight
in these assets at the end
of Q4. We believe the market’s inflation expectations are unreasonably
hold an overweight position), while benefitting from some resource
high at 7.5%. The fund’s cash holdings have fallen from 13% to
counters such as gold stocks (where we are underweight). Among
6.6% at quarter-end as we bought more nominal bonds and listed
our top overweight positions are British American Tobacco, Investec,
property at attractive levels. However the fund does retain its defensive
Sappi and Old Mutual (most of which have quite significant offshore
operations that will provide some hedge against the weakening
positioning given its maximum offshore exposure and holdings of
rand), while our top underweights include Aspen, Medi-Clinic,
large global stocks like Naspers and BAT.
Remgro and Sanlam.

GLOSSARY
12-month yield

A measure of the Fund's income distributions as a percentage of the Fund's net asset value (NAV). This is calculated by
summing the income distributions over a rolling 12-month period, then dividing by the sum of the NAV at the end of the
period and any capital gains distributed over the same period.

Annualised performance

The average amount of money (total return) earned by an investment each year over a given time period. For periods longer
than one year, total returns are expressed as compounded average returns on a yearly basis.

Cumulative performance
graph

This illustrates how an initial investment of R100 or N$100 (for example) placed into the Fund would change over time, taking
ongoing fees into account, with all distributions reinvested.

Fund's monthly asset class The percentage return that each asset class the Fund is invested in, has contributed to the overall return of the Fund.
returns
Income distribution

The dividend income and/or interest income that is generated by the underlying Fund investments and that is periodically
declared and distributed to investors in the Fund after all annual service fees.

Information ratio

Measures the Fund’s active return (Fund return in excess of the benchmark) divided by the amount of risk that the manager
takes relative to the benchmark. The higher the information ratio, the higher the active return of the Fund, given the amount
of risk taken and the more consistent the manager. This is calculated over a 3-year period.

Intended maximum limits This indicates the Fund’s intended maximum exposure to an asset class. These limits may be reviewed subject to the Fund’s
Supplemental Deed and/or Regulation 28 for those Funds managed in accordance with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds
Act.
Maximum drawdown

The largest drop in the Fund’s cumulative total return from peak to trough over any period.

Monthly volatility
(annualised)

Also known as standard deviation. This measures the amount of variation or difference in the monthly returns on an
investment. The larger the annualised monthly volatility, the more the monthly returns are likely to vary from the average
monthly return (i.e. the more volatile the investment).

Percentage of positive
rolling 12 months

The percentage of months, since inception, that the Fund has shown a positive return over a rolling 12-month period.

Regulation 28

The South African retirement fund industry is governed by the Pension Funds Act, No 24 of 1956. Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act prescribes the maximum limits in asset classes that an approved retirement fund may invest in.

Sharpe ratio

The Sharpe ratio is used to measure how well the return of an asset compensates the investor for the risk taken. The higher
the Sharpe ratio the better the Fund’s historical risk-adjusted performance has been. This is calculated by taking the difference
between the Fund’s annualised return and the risk-free (cash) rate, divided by the standard deviation of the Fund’s returns.
This is calculated over a 3-year period.

Sortino ratio

This is calculated by taking the difference between the Fund’s annualised return and the risk-free (cash) rate, divided by the
downside deviation of the Fund’s returns i.e. the ”bad” volatility. A high Sortino ratio indicates a low risk of large losses
occurring in the Fund. This is calculated over a 3-year period.

Total Expense Ratio (TER) This shows the charges, levies and fees relating to the management of the portfolio and is expressed as a percentage of the
average net asset value of the portfolio, calculated over a rolling three years (where applicable) and annualised to the most
recently completed quarter. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return, nor does a low TER imply a good return.
The current TER cannot be regarded as an indication of future TERs.
Transaction Costs (TC)

The percentage of the value of the Fund incurred as costs relating to the buying and selling of the Fund's underlying assets.
Transaction costs are a necessary cost in administering the Fund and impacts Fund returns. It should not be considered in
isolation as returns may be impacted by many other factors over time including market returns, the type of Fund, investment
decisions
of(Registration
the investment
manager
and the
TER.
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Trusts Ltd
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is an
approved CISCA management company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment
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the fund or the returns of the fund. Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place the fund under liquidity pressure and, in certain circumstances; a process of ring fencing withdrawal
instructions may be followed. The Fund may hold foreign securities including foreign CIS funds. As a result, the fund may face material risks. The volatility of the fund may be higher and
the liquidity of the underlying securities may be restricted due to relative market sizes and market conditions. The fund’s ability to settle securities and to repatriate investment income,
capital or the proceeds of sales of securities may be adversely affected for multiple reasons including market conditions, macro-economic and political circumstances. Further, the return
on the security may be affected (positively or negatively) by the difference in tax regimes between the domestic and foreign tax jurisdictions. The availability of market information and
information on any underlying sub-funds may be delayed. Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website. These are also available upon request. The performance is calculated
for the portfolio. Individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax.Purchase and
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INVEsT
HOW TO INVEST
0860 105 775
prudential.co.za
query@myprudential.co.za
Application forms

In SA listed property, Q4 weakness led us to close our underweight
FUND COMMENTARY
position
so that we are now neutral in this asset class. However,
The FTSE/JSE
Share (ALSI)
declined
1.7%
on a totalbonds
returngiven
basis in December 2015. The All Bond Index declined 6.7% and the Inflationlisted
propertyAllremains
expensive
versus
longer-dated
Linked
Bond
Index declined
1.8%.
SA Listed
Property
declined 6.1% for the month. Cash returned 0.5%.
the
latter’s
extreme
weakness,
and The
headwinds
such
as slowIndex
growth
The Rand weakened 6.9% against the US Dollar and 9.5% against the Euro in December 2015. The MSCI World index declined 1.7% on a
total return basis in US Dollar terms for the month.
AssET CLAss RETURNs IN RANds
Q4 2015
2015
SA Equity (FTSE/JSE All Share Index)
1.7%
5.1%
The Fund realised a total return of -1.2% for the month. The key detractors from performance this month came from the Fund's positions in
SA Property (FTSE/JSE SA Listed property Index)
-4.7%
8.0%
SA bonds (including inflation-linked bonds). This brings the one year performance of the Fund to 8.7% (after fees).
SA Bonds (BESA All Bond Index)
-6.4%
-3.9%
SA Inflation-linked Bonds (Barclays/ABSA Government Inflation Linked Bond Index)
0.9%
3.7%
The Fund has delivered a return of 13.7% per annum since inception (after fees) while CPI inflation has increased by 6.1% per annum.
SA Cash (STeFI)
1.5%
5.6%
Global Equity (MSCI World Free Index - US$)
5.6%
-0.3%
Global Equity (MSCI Emerging Markets Index – US$)
0.7%
-14.9%
Global Bonds (Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index – US$)
-0.9%
-3.2%
Rand (Rand/US$ move)
-10.8%
-25.3%

MULTIASSET

Invest now

Application forms and all required
Application forms and all required
documentation must be faxed to
documentation must be faxed to
+27 11 263 6143 or e-mailed to
+27 11 263 6143 or e-mailed to
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.

DISCLAIMER

Prudential Portfolio Managers Unit Trusts Ltd (Registration
number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management
company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment
Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary
Financial Services Provider (#45199). The Trustee’s/Custodian details
are: Standard Bank of South Africa limited – Trustees Services &
investor Services. 20th Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre,
Heerengracht, Cape Town.
Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally medium-to
long-term investments. Past performance is not necessarily a guide
to future investment performance. Unit trust prices are calculated on
a net asset value basis. This means the price is the total net market
value of all assets of the unit trust fund divided by the total number
of units of the fund. Any market movements – for example in share
prices, bond prices, money market prices or currency fluctuations relevant to the underlying assets of the fund may cause the value
of the underlying assets to go up or down. As a result, the price of
your units may go up or down. Unit trusts are traded at the ruling
forward price of the day, meaning that transactions are processed
during the day before you or the Manager know what the price at
the end of the day will be. The price and therefore the number of
units involved in the transaction are only known on the following
day. The unit trust fund may borrow up to 10% of the fund value,
and it may also lend any scrip (proof of ownership of an investment
instrument) that it holds to earn additional income. A Prudential
unit trust fund may consist of different fund classes that are subject
to different fees and charges. Where applicable, the Manager will
pay your financial adviser an agreed standard ongoing adviser
fee, which is included in the overall costs of the fund. A Collective
Investment Schemes (CIS) summary with all fees and maximum
initial and ongoing adviser fees is available on our website. One
can also obtain additional information on Prudential products
on the Prudential website. The Fund may hold foreign securities
including foreign CIS funds. As a result, the fund may face material
risks. The volatility of the fund may be higher and the liquidity of
the underlying securities may be restricted due to relative market
sizes and market conditions. The fund’s ability to settle securities and
to repatriate investment income, capital or the proceeds of sales of
securities may be adversely affected for multiple reasons including
market conditions, macro-economic and political circumstances.
Further, the return on the security may be affected (positively or
negatively) by the difference in tax regimes between the domestic
and foreign tax jurisdictions. The availability of market information
and information on any underlying sub-funds may be delayed. The
Manager may, at its discretion, close your chosen unit trust fund to
new investors and to additional investments by existing investors
to make sure that it is managed in accordance with its mandate.
It may also stop your existing debit order investment. The Manager
makes no guarantees as to the capital invested in the fund or the
returns of the fund. Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place
the fund under liquidity pressure and, in certain circumstances; a
process of ring fencing withdrawal instructions may be followed.
Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website. These
are also available upon request. The performance is calculated for
the portfolio. Individual investor performance may differ as a result
of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment
and dividend withholding tax. Purchase and repurchase requests
must be received by the Manager by 13h30 (11h30 for the Money
Market Fund) SA time each business day. All online purchase and
repurchase transactions must be received by the Manager by 10h30
(for all Funds) SA time each business day.
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The top contributors to relative performance were the fund’s overweight

the backdrop of extreme volatile markets. The main contributor to its

positions in Sappi, British American Tobacco and Naspers, which ended

absolute return was the strong performance from the international

the period up 55%, 15% and 22% respectively. On the downside,

equity holdings that, on the back of rand weakness against developed

the Fund’s overweight exposure to SA banks contributed negatively

market currencies, delivered a return over 17% in rand terms for the

to absolute and relative performance, as the banking sector fell 14%

quarter. The other international asset classes – fixed income, cash and

in a volatile and macro-driven quarter.

RETURN

RIsK/RETURN pROFILE:

pERFORMANCE ANd pORTFOLIO MANAgER COMMENTs
The Fund delivered a positive return over the quarter, even against

alternatives, together with local equities, also contributed positively.

LOW

During the fourth quarter, as certain local assets became significantly

Local bonds detracted from the Fund’s overall return over the quarter.

BALANCEd FUNd
INFLATION pLUs FUNd

our multi-asset portfolios. However, our views on global assets have

commodity prices and EM currencies continuing on their weakening

changed little compared to the previous quarter: we still prefer global

path. Brent crude oil and iron ore prices fell by 23.6% and 25%

equities over local equities in our global portfolios, and we remain

respectively, while gold and platinum lost 4.7% and 4.4%. This

overweight global equities and largely neutral SA equities. We moved

sustained global deflationary pressures as the European Central

from slightly overweight conventional bonds to more overweight,

Bank expanded its quantitative easing (QE) programme and Japan

and remain underweight inflation-linked bonds, given our view that

and China continued with their broader policy support. While there

the market is far too pessimistic about long-term inflation in South

were no significant changes to Chinese GDP growth forecasts during

Africa. We are slightly underweight property.

Q4, there were modest but consistent downward revisions for the
US, the Eurozone and many emerging markets.

In global fixed income, we are underweight duration and continue to
hold floating-rate notes in order to minimize interest rate risk. This risk

The S&P 500 returned 7.0% (in US dollars) for the quarter, returning

has fallen to an extent now that the Federal Reserve has implemented

only 1.7% for the year. US Treasuries sold off prior to the Fed’s actual

its first rate hike. We remain positive on both investment-grade

rate hike, in response to the central bank’s clear hiking signal in its 29

and high-yield corporate bond markets, and bought back some US

October statement, but subsequently tracked sideways. US high-yield

HIgH

RIsK

cheaper, we took advantage of this to adjust the asset allocation in
Developed markets fared better than emerging markets (EMs), with

MEd

FUNd MANAgERs:
Marc Beckenstrater, David Knee and Michael
Moyle
AsIsA CATEgORY:
South African - Multi-Asset - High Equity
BENCHMARK:
ASISA South African - Multi-Asset - High
Equity Category Average
INCEpTION dATE:
2 August 1999
FUNd sIzE:
R13 170 754 979

high-yield bond exposure during the quarter as yields rose to very

bonds lost more ground, impacted by weaker commodity prices. In the

attractive levels.

Eurozone, the further expansion of the QE programme announced in
December disappointed markets: 10-year bond yields sold off, equities

For global equities, our global asset allocation continues to favour

fell and the euro strengthened as a result.

equities over bonds and cash, and global equities over local SA equities,
as global equities remain more attractively valued than SA equities on

In Japan, the growth outlook remained softer than other developed

measures like Price-Earnings (P/E) and Price-Book value ratios. In our

economies due to its greater export exposure to weak Asian demand,

higher return-targeting multi-asset funds we continue to be very near

as well as its fiscal spending constraints. Over the quarter the Nikkei

our maximum permitted 25% weighting. From a historic valuation

returned 9.2%, and 10.6% for 2015, making it the best performing

perspective, developed market equities (such as Germany) still appear

of all the major developed markets. In China, concerns have been

to be the best value, given that EM equities remain very risky since

mounting over the ability of policy makers to engineer a ‘soft landing’.

macroeconomic risks still appear to be skewed to the downside. We

Over the quarter, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index (US$) recorded
a total return of 0.7%, while developed markets (MSCI World Free

PRUDENTIAL
BALANCED FUND
Index, US$) gained 5.6%. These indices lost 14.6% and 0.3%
respectively
for the year.
31
dECEMBER
2015

also remain underweight commodity producers like Australia and
Canada, as well as the US. Given slowing global economic growth,
corporate earnings growth remains vulnerable to downward revisions.
Despite recent weakness, we believe South African equities continue

In South Africa, amid the negative global impact from further weakness

to be somewhat expensive, and so remain neutral in this asset class in

in commodity prices and the rand, local markets were hit hard by

our multi-asset portfolios. South Africa continues to be one of the more
“Nene-gate”
the surprise dismissal of Finance
Minister NhlanhladOCUMENT
expensive emerging markets on a relative basis, yet actual earnings
FACT -sHEET/MINIMUM
dIsCLOsURE
Nene by President Zuma on 9 December. This came shortly after
growth has been disappointing, with the commodity stocks worst

MULTI-AssET

the downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to BBB- by Fitch and

the weakening rand), while our top underweights include Aspen,

R500 financial stocks were the worst hit by Nene-gate as
In SA equities,

sector during the quarter to close our underweight position and

from Nene-gate, with the listed property index plunging 4.7% for

buy more listed property assets out of cash holdings as valuations

the quarter, but managed to return 8.0% in 2015 to be the year’s

reached attractive levels. Subsequent to year-end, we moved slightly

ANNUALIsEd pERFORMANCE
1 year
3 years
5 years
7 years
10 years
Since inception#
#

A CLAss
8.4%
14.5%
14.1%
14.6%
13.0%
15.1%

BENCHMARK
7.7%
11.6%
11.2%
11.8%
10.8%
13.1%

X CLAss
8.7%
14.8%
n/a
n/a
n/a
14.5%

2015

2014

underweight again.

2013

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

R0

top-performing rand asset class yet again.

B CLAss
9.2%
15.4%
15.1%
15.7%
14.0%
15.6%

Inception dates: X Class: 2 January 2013, B Class: 1 July 2002
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MEd
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2012

R100

2011

In SA listed property, we took advantage of the weakness in the

R200of 5.1% for the year. Listed property also suffered
a total return

2010

R300The FTSE/JSE All Share Index returned 1.7% in Q4 for
environment.

2009

Remgro and Richemont.

2008

R400
investors anticipated
higher costs for them in a higher interest rate

RIsK/RETURN pROFILE:

RETURN

R100 Initial Investment

hit. Economic growth prospects for 2016 have been downgraded.
being
on negative
outlook by
S&P, and in reaction
the rand,
sINCEplaced
INCEpTION
CUMULATIVE
pERFORMANCE,
dIsTRIBUTIONs
REINVEsTEd
(A CLAss)
Given the more
bearish outlook we have increased our holdings
bonds and financial shares all sold off sharply Although markets did
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Balanced Fund
R1000
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significantly
weakerPrudential
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The All Bond Index lost
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R900
6.4% in Q4,
for a 2015 total return of -3.9%. ILBs returned 0.9%
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FUNd's MONTHLY AssET CLAss RETURNs

FUNd OBJECTIVE:
To achieve steady long-term growth of capital
and income by investing in a diversified
combination of domestic and international
assets, where the asset allocation is tactically
managed.
INVEsTOR pROFILE:
A suitable fund for retirement provision and for
those individuals looking to tilt their portfolio
to value with controlled risk exposure. The
recommended investment horizon is 5 years
or longer.
INVEsTMENT MANdATE:
The Fund conforms to the regulations governing

PRUDENTIAL BALANCED FUND
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DECEMBER2015
2015
31
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FUND FACTDISCLOSURE
SHEETS
QUARTERLY
COMMENTARY
FACT
SHEET/MINIMUM
DOCUMENT

INCOME

In
SA nominal
bonds, we had already begun buying bonds into
INCOME
DISTRIBUTIONS
(A Class) 31
December
2015 ahead of Nene-gate, and bought more
weakness
during
the quarter,
(A Class) 30toJune
subsequent
this.2015
Portfolios are now more overweight conventional

Inflation-linked
bonds became even more
expensive
relative to
TOTAL DISTRIBUTIONS
12-MONTH
YIELD
cpu
2.32%
conventional7.27
bonds
over the quarter, leading us to
remain underweight
7.37
in these assets
in cpu
our multi-asset portfolios. 2.21%

bonds. We are also overweight longer-dated bonds versus shorter(B Class) 31 December 2015
paper
due30
toJune
the more
(B Class)
2015 attractive yields on offer, while retaining our

The commentary
is based on the intended model
portfolio, however
9.53 cpu
3.02%
9.55
cpu management may deviate
2.89%
client-specific
portfolio
slightly.

MULTIASSET

PROPERTY/
EQUITY

GLOBAL
MULTI-AssET
MULTI-ASSET

INVEsT
HOW TO INVEST
0860 105 775

If
the income earned
in the form
of dividendsbonds.
and interest exceeds the total expenses, the Fund will make a distribution. (cpu = cents per unit)
overweight
exposure
to corporate

prudential.co.za

AssET CLAss RETURNs IN RANds
Q4 2015
2015
SA Equity (FTSE/JSE All Share Index)
1.7%
5.1%
SA Property (FTSE/JSE SA Listed property Index)
-4.7%
8.0%
SA Bonds (BESA All Bond Index)
-6.4%
-3.9%
SA Inflation-linked Bonds (Barclays/ABSA Government Inflation Linked Bond Index)
0.9%
3.7%
SA Cash (STeFI)
1.5%
5.6%
Global Equity (MSCI World Free Index - US$)
5.6%
-0.3%
Global Equity (MSCI Emerging Markets Index – US$)
0.7%
-14.9%
FUND COMMENTARY
Global Bonds (Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index – US$)
-0.9%
-3.2%
The
All Share
6.7% and the
InflationRandFTSE/JSE
(Rand/US$
move)(ALSI) declined 1.7% on a total return basis in December 2015. The All Bond Index declined
-10.8%
-25.3%
Linked Bond Index declined 1.8%. The SA Listed Property Index declined 6.1% for the month. Cash returned 0.5%.

query@myprudential.co.za
Application forms
Invest now

The Rand weakened 6.9% against the US Dollar and 9.5% against the Euro in December 2015. The MSCI World index declined 1.7% on a
total return basis in US Dollar terms for the month.
The Fund realised a total return of -1.2% for the month. The key detractors from performance this month came from the Fund's positions in
SA equity (excluding property) and SA bonds (excluding inflation-linked bonds). This brings the one year performance of the Fund to 8.4%
(after fees).

GLOSSARY
12-month yield

A measure of the Fund's income distributions as a percentage of the Fund's net asset value (NAV). This is calculated by
summing the income distributions over a rolling 12-month period, then dividing by the sum of the NAV at the end of the
period and any capital gains distributed over the same period.

Annualised performance

The average amount of money (total return) earned by an investment each year over a given time period. For periods longer
than one year, total returns are expressed as compounded average returns on a yearly basis.

Cumulative performance
graph

This illustrates how an initial investment of R100 or N$100 (for example) placed into the Fund would change over time, taking
ongoing fees into account, with all distributions reinvested.

Fund's monthly asset class The percentage return that each asset class the Fund is invested in, has contributed to the overall return of the Fund.
returns
Income distribution

The dividend income and/or interest income that is generated by the underlying Fund investments and that is periodically
declared and distributed to investors in the Fund after all annual service fees.

Information ratio

Measures the Fund’s active return (Fund return in excess of the benchmark) divided by the amount of risk that the manager
takes relative to the benchmark. The higher the information ratio, the higher the active return of the Fund, given the amount
of risk taken and the more consistent the manager. This is calculated over a 3-year period.

Intended maximum limits This indicates the Fund’s intended maximum exposure to an asset class. These limits may be reviewed subject to the Fund’s
Supplemental Deed and/or Regulation 28 for those Funds managed in accordance with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds
Act.
Maximum drawdown

The largest drop in the Fund’s cumulative total return from peak to trough over any period.

Monthly volatility
(annualised)

Also known as standard deviation. This measures the amount of variation or difference in the monthly returns on an
investment. The larger the annualised monthly volatility, the more the monthly returns are likely to vary from the average
monthly return (i.e. the more volatile the investment).

Percentage of positive
rolling 12 months

The percentage of months, since inception, that the Fund has shown a positive return over a rolling 12-month period.

Regulation 28

The South African retirement fund industry is governed by the Pension Funds Act, No 24 of 1956. Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act prescribes the maximum limits in asset classes that an approved retirement fund may invest in.

Sharpe ratio

The Sharpe ratio is used to measure how well the return of an asset compensates the investor for the risk taken. The higher
the Sharpe ratio the better the Fund’s historical risk-adjusted performance has been. This is calculated by taking the difference
between the Fund’s annualised return and the risk-free (cash) rate, divided by the standard deviation of the Fund’s returns.
This is calculated over a 3-year period.

Sortino ratio

This is calculated by taking the difference between the Fund’s annualised return and the risk-free (cash) rate, divided by the
downside deviation of the Fund’s returns i.e. the ”bad” volatility. A high Sortino ratio indicates a low risk of large losses
occurring in the Fund. This is calculated over a 3-year period.

Total Expense Ratio (TER) This shows the charges, levies and fees relating to the management of the portfolio and is expressed as a percentage of the
average net asset value of the portfolio, calculated over a rolling three years (where applicable) and annualised to the most
recently completed quarter. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return, nor does a low TER imply a good return.
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Transaction Costs (TC)
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the liquidity of the underlying securities may be restricted due to relative market sizes and market conditions. The fund’s ability to settle securities and to repatriate investment income,
capital or the proceeds of sales of securities may be adversely affected for multiple reasons including market conditions, macro-economic and political circumstances. Further, the return
on the security may be affected (positively or negatively) by the difference in tax regimes between the domestic and foreign tax jurisdictions. The availability of market information and
information on any underlying sub-funds may be delayed. Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website. These are also available upon request. The performance is calculated
for the portfolio. Individual investor performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax.Purchase and
repurchase requests must be received by the Manager by 13h30 (11h30 for Money Market and 10h30 for Dividend Income Funds) SA time each business day. All online purchase and
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Application forms and all required
Application forms and all required
documentation must be faxed to
documentation must be faxed to
+27 11 263 6143 or e-mailed to
+27 11 263 6143 or e-mailed to
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.

DISCLAIMER

Prudential Portfolio Managers Unit Trusts Ltd (Registration
number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management
company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment
Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary
Financial Services Provider (#45199). The Trustee’s/Custodian details
are: Standard Bank of South Africa limited – Trustees Services &
investor Services. 20th Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre,
Heerengracht, Cape Town.
Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally medium-to
long-term investments. Past performance is not necessarily a guide
to future investment performance. Unit trust prices are calculated on
a net asset value basis. This means the price is the total net market
value of all assets of the unit trust fund divided by the total number
of units of the fund. Any market movements – for example in share
prices, bond prices, money market prices or currency fluctuations relevant to the underlying assets of the fund may cause the value
of the underlying assets to go up or down. As a result, the price of
your units may go up or down. Unit trusts are traded at the ruling
forward price of the day, meaning that transactions are processed
during the day before you or the Manager know what the price at
the end of the day will be. The price and therefore the number of
units involved in the transaction are only known on the following
day. The unit trust fund may borrow up to 10% of the fund value,
and it may also lend any scrip (proof of ownership of an investment
instrument) that it holds to earn additional income. A Prudential
unit trust fund may consist of different fund classes that are subject
to different fees and charges. Where applicable, the Manager will
pay your financial adviser an agreed standard ongoing adviser
fee, which is included in the overall costs of the fund. A Collective
Investment Schemes (CIS) summary with all fees and maximum
initial and ongoing adviser fees is available on our website. One
can also obtain additional information on Prudential products
on the Prudential website. The Fund may hold foreign securities
including foreign CIS funds. As a result, the fund may face material
risks. The volatility of the fund may be higher and the liquidity of
the underlying securities may be restricted due to relative market
sizes and market conditions. The fund’s ability to settle securities and
to repatriate investment income, capital or the proceeds of sales of
securities may be adversely affected for multiple reasons including
market conditions, macro-economic and political circumstances.
Further, the return on the security may be affected (positively or
negatively) by the difference in tax regimes between the domestic
and foreign tax jurisdictions. The availability of market information
and information on any underlying sub-funds may be delayed. The
Manager may, at its discretion, close your chosen unit trust fund to
new investors and to additional investments by existing investors
to make sure that it is managed in accordance with its mandate.
It may also stop your existing debit order investment. The Manager
makes no guarantees as to the capital invested in the fund or the
returns of the fund. Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place
the fund under liquidity pressure and, in certain circumstances; a
process of ring fencing withdrawal instructions may be followed.
Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website. These
are also available upon request. The performance is calculated for
the portfolio. Individual investor performance may differ as a result
of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment
and dividend withholding tax. Purchase and repurchase requests
must be received by the Manager by 13h30 (11h30 for the Money
Market Fund) SA time each business day. All online purchase and
repurchase transactions must be received by the Manager by 10h30
(for all Funds) SA time each business day.

PRUDENTIAL ENHANCED SA PROPERTY TRACKER FUND
31 DECEMBER 2015
COMBINED cOmmeNTarY
FUND FACT SHEETS
QUarTerlY

Conventional bonds were nonetheless still left worse-off, with
10-year nominal bond yields ending December 90bps higher than
before Nene’s dismissal. One-year interest rates were up 120bps. The
rand also did not recover fully, ending the year close to R15.50 from
R14.90 before the dismissal.

Over the past year the fund returned 10.1%, outperforming the
benchmark by 2.1%.The 10-year track record of the fund ranks it
2nd out of its peers in the South African Real Estate – General sector,
with the fund having matched the performance of the benchmark
(after fees) over this period.

sTraTegY aND OUTlOOK

Internationally the final quarter of 2015 saw downward revisions to
GDP growth forecasts for many emerging markets (EM). EM risks
appear to be skewed to the downside given pressure from falling
commodity prices, weaker currencies and investor caution.

Following the recovery in SA listed property prices in the second
half of December, we now view the asset class as slightly expensive,
especially versus long-dated nominal bonds and less so against
inflation-linked bonds and cash.

In China concerns continued to mount over the ability of policy
makers to engineer a ‘soft landing’ in the face of pessimism around
the outlook. The Chinese central bank cut interest rates for the sixth
time in a year in October.

SA Listed Property (excluding developers) is currently priced to
deliver a one-year forward distribution yield of 7.4%. This combines
with 8.9% forecast distribution growth, to produce an estimated
total return of around 16.3% (assuming no change in the markets
valuation of property). The forward distribution yield of 7.4% is now
around 2.4% below the yield of SA 10-year government bonds, this
differential having widened a full percentage point over the quarter.

In developed markets inflationary pressures remained low in an
environment of slow growth. Although US GDP growth slowed
slightly in the third quarter, strong October jobs data bolstered the
US Federal Reserve’s case for a rate hike. The much anticipated “FedLiftoff” finally took place in December – a “gradual” US rate hiking
cycle being emphasized by the Fed governor.

There is no denying that the risks associated with investing in South
Africa have risen over the quarter. Elevated political risk and a loss
of confidence in responsible fiscal policymaking will be difficult to
overcome. Meanwhile fears of upside risks to inflation on the back
of the weaker rand and ongoing drought have badly dented the local
interest rate markets. Slowing SA GDP growth also makes a sovereign
rating downgrade to non-investment grade more likely for SA in 2016.

In South Africa SA Listed Property
started the final quarter of
the year
PRUDENTIAL
ENHANCED
SA
PROPERTY TRACKER FUND
positively, supported by a 50 basis point rally in SA nominal bond yields.
31
DecemBer
2015
The Medium
Term Budget Policy
Statement in October contained
few surprises, continuing government’s three-year budgetary plans.
No headway made, though, in reducing the budget deficit further
below 5% of GDP.

Low real cash rates have for an extended period of time been supporting
elevated listed property valuations. However, the outlook for cash rates
From November the momentum in listed property started fading. The
FacT sHeeT/miNimUm DisclOsUre DOcUmeNT
looks far less supportive now compared to only a few months ago.
SA Reserve Bank raised the repo rate 25 basis points (bps). EM-wide
While the earnings outlook for the sector is protected somewhat
currency weakness driven by weak commodity prices and the anticipated
from a weaker rand by virtue of the 30% weighting of the sector
US rate hike, together with concerns around the impact of worsening
to offshore (a
assets
(benefitting from the 10.8% depreciation of the
local
drought
conditions,
were the major
factors in theDisTriBUTiONs
rate decision.
siNce
iNcePTiON
cUmUlaTiVe
PerFOrmaNce,
reiNVesTeD
class)
rand against the USD in the quarter) the rest of the index will face
The downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to BBB- by Fitch in
2016 on the back foot. Weaker SA fundamental and expectations
early December,
R550 and the move to “negative outlook” by S&P, further
for a higher trajectory in interest rates (driven by heightened inflation
weakenedR500
the rand and
bond yields
- SA nominal
bond
yields Fund
being
Prudential
Enhanced
SA Property
Tracker
r500.48
fears) result in the risk to SA property earnings being to the downside.
ASISA Category
Mean
up 70 bps over the quarter
at that point.
By the end of the first week
R450
of December
property had lost 3.6% since the start of the quarter.
R100 Initial Investment

Negative investor sentiment towards emerging markets inr436.48
general,
and South Africa specifically, will also weigh on valuations.

R400were then hit by the surprise replacement by President
Local markets
R350 Minister Nhlanhla Nene on 9 December - the rand
Zuma of Finance
and bondsR300
selling off sharply on 10 and 11 December. Interest rate
sensitive equities like banks and property were also hit hard as investors
R250
anticipated a higher interest rate environment - property plunging
R200
13.8% over
10 and 11 December.
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Within theR150
property benchmark individual stock returns diverged
dramatically.
Several local-focused stocks were down close to 20%
R100
while foreign stocks performed better (some posting slight gains).
The subsequent appointment of the well-respected Pravin Gordhan
as the new Finance Minister and ensuing government statements

PrOPerTY FUND

reTUrN

marKeT cOmmeNTarY

GLOBAL
PrOPerTY

risK/reTUrN PrOFile:

Prudential’s multi-asset funds started the quarter slightly underweight
in listed property.
Following the underperformance of property in the first week of
December we closed the underweight position, buying more listed
property out of cash, as valuations had reached attractive levels. The
funds then ended the quarter at neutral weight in listed property.

PROPERTY/
EQUITY

reTUrN

emphasising the maintenance of a responsible fiscal framework
helped markets regain some of their losses - property gaining 13.2%
by the end of December.

PerFOrmaNce
The fund returned -2.7% for the quarter while the SA Listed Property
index returned -4.7%. Of the 2% outperformance over this period
0.9% came about from stock positioning ahead of the merger between
Capital & Counties Fortress Income Fund in November. A further 0.2%
of outperformance was generated from exposure to Stenprop ahead
of its inclusion in the benchmark. The balance of outperformance
was generated by other active stock selections.

aNNUaliseD PerFOrmaNce
1 year
3 years
5 years
7 years
10 years
Since inception#

MULTIASSET

INCOME

D class
10.2%
15.1%
17.4%
n/a
n/a
18.9%

Inception date D Class: 1 July 2010

To provide a total return equal to or better than
the benchmark
(after775
fees) while providing
0860 105
long-term capital growth.
iNVesTOr PrOFile:
prudential.co.za
Individuals with a medium-to-high risk tolerance
requiring medium-to long-term capital and
income growth through efficient and costquery@myprudential.co.za
effective exposure to the Listed Property sector
in South Africa. The recommended investment
horizon is 5 years or longer.
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1. Growthpoint
Properties
Ltd
16.2%
Property
98.3%
2. Redefine Properties Ltd
12.2%
SA Cash
1.7%
3. New Europe Property Investments Plc
11.9%

iNVesTmeNT maNDaTe:
The Fund invests in South African listed
Invest now
property instruments
and assets in liquid form.
No direct investment in physical property may
be made. The Fund is managed to a maximum
tracking error of 2%.
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QUARTERLY

The overweight exposure to Sappi also contributed positively. We
believe Sappi to be one of the best positioned companies in SA to
take advantage of the weak rand, as it has mainly rand costs in SA
and sells its major product, dissolving wood pulp, in dollars. Although
Sappi is currently not paying a dividend, we anticipate that the strong
cash flows it is now generating will accelerate the repayment of debt
and lead to the declaration of a dividend within the next two years.
This should send a very positive signal to the market. We think Sappi
continues to be very undervalued.

Although markets did subsequently retrace some losses, bonds and
the rand remained significantly weaker through December. While we
continue to believe South Africa’s key macro-economic institutions
will continue to act with independence and credibility, recent events
have, at the margin, lessened our conviction over the medium term.
We believe the worsening growth outlook will likely pressure South
Africa’s ability to maintain its investment grade credit rating. We now
see GDP growth at less than 1% in 2016, well below our long-run
estimate for potential growth of around 2.0%.

In the resources sector, ongoing commodity price weakness saw the
market start to focus on the commodity companies’ balance sheets
and their ability to service and refinance existing debt facilities. Those
commodity companies, such as Glencore and Anglo American, with
high levels of net debt in relation to their market capitalisation, continue
to be sold off aggressively. We think that many of the commodity
markets are entering a phase where growing supply will exceed
demand over the medium term, and therefore the long duration of
SA equities have also started to price the higher bond yields into
the typical mining cycle may mean lower margins for an extended
equity prices. Financial stocks, for example, have underperformed as
FACT
SHEET/MINIMUM
period of time. Although valuations for some mining companies are low
investors
anticipated
higher costs for them indISCLOSURE
a higher interest ratedOCUMENT
relative to history, we remain cognisant that significant restructurings
environment. The main detractor from the fund’s performance over
are likely to have to take place to restore profitability, and this is likely
the last quarter was therefore the overweight positions in SA banks:
to mean cutting dividends and raising more capital from shareholders.
Standard
Bank, FirstRand
and Barclays.
The share prices
of banks fell
SINCE INCEpTION
CUMULATIVE
pERFORMANCE,
dISTRIBUTIONS
REINVESTEd (A CLASS)
as the market began to anticipate interest rate rises and growing bad
On market valuations, we currently view the market in South Africa
debts. We continue to believe that the banking sector is undervalued
as being fair value and caution that one should certainly expect a
R1800
with very attractive dividend yields. Most banks appear to have the
more moderate growth in dividends relative to the last R1700.85
five years,
Prudential Dividend Maximiser Fund
strongestR1600
balance sheets they have had in the last decade, and we
where dividends were recovering post the financial crisis. Earnings
Benchmark
are likely to see a growth trend in the dividends of the banking sector
growth has been slowing and this may cause dividend growth to
R1400
after many years of stagnation. The fund holds a selection of banks
slow in the medium term. We still, however, consider many offshore
at varyingR1200
stages of earnings recovery, with a preference for Barclays
equity markets to be undervalued and therefore maintain the fund’s
and Standard
Bank.
R1020.64
offshore exposure.
R1000
R100 Initial Investment

PRUDENTIAL DIVIDEND MAXIMISER FUND
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The main positive
R800 contributor to performance for the quarter was the
fund’s substantial exposure of approximately 30% to global equities,
R600
which was helped mainly by a weaker rand. Even given this quarter’s
outperformance,
R400 we continue to find global equities more attractive
than South African equities.

The focus of the fund continues to be on finding companies that are
undervalued and paying good dividend yields, with the potential to
pay growing dividends over the long run.
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On a stock level,
R0 the main positive contributors to the performance
for the quarter were the fund’s holdings in British American Tobacco,
Naspers and Sappi.
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dIVIdENd MAXIMISER FUNd

RETURN

The main focus of the Dividend Maximiser fund is to buy undervalued
companies where the strong cash flow generation of the company
has not been fully recognised and priced in by the market. We believe
one such company is British American Tobacco, in which we have
been long-standing shareholders. BAT has substantially lower capital
expenditure requirements versus the average company; it is therefore
able to deploy this strong cash flow to pay dividends, buy back shares
and make strategic acquisitions. Many people assume that as cigarette
volumes are flat or declining, the dividend growth from BAT must also
be flat or declining. This could not be further from the truth as BAT
has managed to grow its dividends at a faster pace than most other
large global staples companies. BAT is able to generate substantial
cash flows and is able to more than offset cigarette volume declines
with price increases.

The past quarter again proved to be an eventful period for global
equity markets, including the JSE, as renewed concerns around a
slowing Chinese economy and weaker global growth in general
resulted in volatility in equity prices. Amid the negative global impact
from further weakness in commodity prices and the rand, local
markets were hit hard by the surprise dismissal of Finance Minister
Nhlanhla Nene by President Zuma on 9 December 2015. This came
shortly after the downgrade of SA’s sovereign credit rating to BBB- by
Fitch and being placed on negative outlook by S&P. In reaction, the
rand, bonds and financial shares all sold off sharply. These events do
necessitate a reassessment of the risk-free rates that we use to value
equities. The risk remains that South Africa’s reputation for prudent
and stable macro-economic policy has been tarnished. That said, the
recent appointment of proven Finance Minister Gordhan provides
an opportunity to stabilise investor sentiment and market prices.
Confidence is likely to be rebuilt slowly, but has been undermined.

1999

PROPERTY/
EQUITY

RISK/RETURN pROFILE:

pERFORMANCE ANd pOSITIONINg
The Fund produced a return of 4.5% for the three months ended
December 2015, outperforming the average of the General Equity
funds by 3.7% for the same period. For the year, the Fund returned
6.5%, outperforming the average of the General Equity funds by 5.6%.
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FUNd OBJECTIVE:
To achieve a dividend yield better than that of
the market and to grow capital and dividends in
HOW TO INVEST
line with the market.
INVESTOR
pROFILE:
0860
105 775
Individuals with a medium-to-high risk
tolerance, looking for a combination of high
dividend prudential.co.za
yield and capital appreciation with an
aggressive tilt towards value-type shares. The
recommended investment horizon is 7 years
or longer.query@myprudential.co.za
INVESTMENT MANdATE:
The Fund invests in JSE listed companies that
Application forms
meet the portfolio manager’s primary criteria
of high but sustainable dividend yields. The
Fund also seeks out “value situations” by
Invest now
investing in shares with low relative PE ratios
as well as shares that are trading at a discount
to their intrinsic value. The intended maximum
limits are Equity 100%, Listed Property 10%,
Offshore 25%,
plus additional
5% Africa (excl.
Application
forms
and all required
SA).

documentation must be faxed to
+27
263 6143 or e-mailed to
FUNd11
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instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.
Ross Biggs and Marc Beckenstrater
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FUND FACT SHEETS
QUARTERLY

The Fund’s offshore component was again a very strong contributor
during the quarter, with the rand depreciating markedly against the
US dollar (10.8%), euro (8.3%) and British pound (8.3%). In addition
to the depreciation, foreign equity returns delivered mostly positive
returns in developed markets, with notable returns over the quarter
from the US S&P 500 (7.0% in USD), the German Dax 30 (8.2%) and
the Japanese Nikei (9.2%). The Fund’s offshore equity component
returned 15.7% for the quarter in rand terms.

On the downside, the Fund’s overweight exposure to SA banks
contributed negatively to absolute and relative performance, as
the banking sector fell 14% in a volatile and macro-driven quarter.
The President’s dramatic and unexpected firing of the well regarded
Minister of Finance Nhlanhla Nene shook the market badly, as
bond yields spiked and the rand plunged to all-time record lows.
In an already brittle political and macroeconomic environment with
existing downside risk to sovereign credit ratings, banking shares were
particularly severely hit. These companies rely on offshore funding and
any ratings downgrade or crisis of confidence could have a significant
impact on their operations.

Global equities nonetheless remain more attractively valued than SA
equities on measures like Price-Earnings (P/E) and Price-Book value
ratios. From an historic valuation perspective, developed market
equities (such as Germany) still appear to be the best value, given
that EM equities remain vulnerable since macroeconomic risks that
remain skewed to the downside. We also remain underweight
commodity producers like Australia and Canada, as well as the US.
Given slowing global economic growth, corporate earnings growth
remains vulnerable to downward revisions.

While we have not yet seen any material downgrades to banks’ forward
earnings estimates, the risk to earnings is now to the downside. In
addition, a key consideration is whether the risk-free rate, as evidenced
by bond yields, has structurally risen. Despite this, the valuation of
our banks looks compelling, with Barclays Africa on a forward PE of
7.1 and dividend yield of 8.2%. We therefore retain an overweight
exposure to the sector, despite increased risks.

The commentary is based on the intended model portfolio, however
client-specific portfolio management may deviate slightly.
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Commodity prices continued to weaken on the back of continued
concerns of weaker global growth, in particular the Chinese economy.
At spot commodity prices, we expect further downgrades to earnings
forecasts, despite a significantly weaker rand. The balance sheets
FACT
and debt
levelssHEET/MINIMUM
of mining stocks are receivingdIsCLOsURE
increased scrutiny, asdOCUMENT
evidenced by announcements of strategic reviews by both Anglo
American and Glencore. The near-term outlook for dividends from
these
andCUMULATIVE
fellow diversified
miner BHP Billiton
is looking
sINCEcompanies
INCEpTION
pERFORMANCE,
dIsTRIBUTIONs
REINVEsTEd (A CLAss)
increasingly bleak.

2000

EQUITY FUNd

RETURN

During the final quarter, key positive contributions to the Fund’s relative
performance came from overweight positions in Sappi, Supergroup
and British American Tobacco, which ended the period up 54%,
31% and 15% respectively. In addition, the Fund benefitted from its
underweight exposure to MTN, as the stock fell 25% over the quarter.

1999

GLOBAL
EQUITY

RETURN

instead look to exit, its disastrous Nigerian investment in Dangote
Flour Mills. We believe that renewed focus on the company’s strong
brands and dominant market position in South Africa, without the
associated operating losses from Nigeria going forward, will result
in the market closing the discount at which Tiger Brands trades to
its listed food producer peers.

The Fund achieved a strong final quarter performance of 3.4%
(2.8% net of fees).

During the
quarter, we added to our overweight position in British
R1800
American Tobacco, Prudential
a quality global
stock trading at an
Equity defensive
Fund
R1600
attractive multiple relative
to comparable consumer staples. In addition,
Benchmark
we cut our
underweight position in MTN and moved overweight,
R1400
following the sharp share price fall resulting from the news that the
R1200
group’s Nigerian subsidiary had been issued a massive potential fine
for breaching
R1000the subscriber registration regulations. Our decision
to buy MTN
was based on our assessment that the market had fully
R800
discounted the announced fine and that, given the unprecedented
magnitudeR600
of the fine, there was the likelihood of a reduced settlement
being agreed.
R400We also increased exposure to Supergroup by following
our rights and supporting the equity raising in connection with its
acquisitionR200
of a European logistics and Australian fleet leasing business
respectively. R0
We further increased our holding in Tiger Brands, after
the company announced that its current CEO would be stepping
down and that the board had decided it would no longer fund, but

PROPERTY/
EQUITY

RIsK/RETURN pROFILE:

pERFORMANCE ANd pORTFOLIO MANAgER COMMENTs
The FTSE/JSE Shareholder Weighted Index gained 1.4% over the
quarter, posting a modest total return of 3.6% for the calendar year.
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FUNd OBJECTIVE:
To provide broad-based exposure to shares that
offer value and medium- to long-term growth.
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Sources: Prudential, Morningstar & Deutsche Securities
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INVEsTMENT MANdATE:
All JSE-listed companies that meet the portfolio
manager’s value criteria. The Fund seeks out
Application forms
“value” situations by attempting to capture all
components of return over time, including high
dividend yield, earnings growth and possible
Invest now
market re-rating. The intended maximum
limits are Equity 100%, Listed Property 10%,
Offshore 15%.
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As has been the trend this year, developed markets fared better than
emerging markets (EMs), with commodity prices and EM currencies
continuing on their weakening path. The price of Brent crude oil
fell by 23.6%, while gold was down 4.7% and platinum lost 4.4%.
This sustained global deflationary pressures as the European Central
Bank expanded its quantitative easing (QE) programme and Japan
and China continued with their broader policy support. While there
were no significant changes to Chinese GDP growth forecasts during
Q4, there were modest but consistent downward revisions for the
US, the Eurozone and many emerging markets, with a reduction in
the OECD’s global 2015 GDP forecast in November to 2.9% from
3.0% and to 3.3% from 3.6% in 2016.
In the US, GDP growth decelerated to 2.1% (q/q annualised) in
Q3, which Federal Reserve Chairman Janet Yellen characterised as
“moderate” but sustainable. Growth has been driven largely by
stronger US consumer spending thanks to much cheaper oil and
greater job security. Yellen reinforced the message that the US rate
hiking cycle would be “gradual”, helping to reassure investors. The
S&P500 returned 7.0% (in US$) for the quarter, but returned only
1.7% for the year. US Treasuries sold off prior to the Fed’s actual rate
hike, but subsequently tracked sideways. US high-yield bonds lost more
ground, impacted by weaker commodity prices as mining and energy
company debt spreads widened. The Barclays Global Aggregate Bond
Index (US$), a mixture of government and corporate bonds, posted a
total return of -1.2% in the quarter, for a total of -3.2% for the year.

After a sharp rise in the yields of the Emerging Markets Bond Index
(in US dollars) in Q3 , the final quarter of the year saw a modest
retracement, with yields on US Dollar denominated EM bonds falling
about 30bps. The rand lost 10.8% against the US dollar over the
quarter and 25.3% in 2015, while it depreciated 21% against sterling
and 16.8% against the euro in 2015.

pERFORMANCE
For the quarter ending 31 December 2015, the Fund returned 10.4%
(net of fees, in rand), versus the 10.9% returned by its benchmark,
the Barclays Capital Global Aggregate Bond Index (in rand). In
absolute return terms, the fund benefitted significantly from the rand’s
depreciation against major currencies during the period. Relative to
the benchmark, the fund benefitted from its substantial holding of
cash as bond yields generally rose over the quarter. The main detractor
was its holdings of high yield corporate bonds which have a modest
exposure to the energy and mining sectors, where the dramatic falls
in commodity prices have hit companies’ earnings. As ever in such
periods of volatility, risk sentiment has played a large part in moving
prices, and we believe there is fundamental value to be found in these
areas although stock selection is, as ever, key.
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For the
past 12 months,
the FundOF
has returned
25.8% (net of fees),
while since inception the Fund has returned 10.3% p.a.
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To mitigate the rising risks from expensive global bond markets prior
to the US Federal Reserve’s first interest rate hike in December, we
have been underweight duration in the Fund and had earlier reduced
FACT
SHEET/MINIMUM
dISCLOSURE
dOCUMENT
interest rate risk on our US and European bond holdings through our
In the Eurozone, growth remained modest and inflation subdued. Q3
allocation to floating-rate notes (FRNs) and a substantial allocation to
GDP growth did improve to 1.6% (q/q annualised), while 1.5% is
cash. We have maintained this defensive positioning in Q4, although
forecast for 2015 and 1.8% in 2016, boosted by the ECB’s enhanced
we did increase
our allocation to fixed-rate US high-yield bonds during
SINCE
INCEpTION
dISTRIBUTIONS
REINVESTEd
(A CLASS)
QE
programme
and CUMULATIVE
continuing fallspERFORMANCE,
in Eurozone unemployment.
In
the quarter as the yields on these assets rose to even more attractive
Japan, GDP growth is now expected at 0.6% in 2015 and 1.0%
levels following further weakness.
in 2016, highlighting
the need for Abe’s continuing supportive
R450
R441.26
economic policies.
We continue to see limited value in developed market government
R400
ASISA Category Mean
bonds in the medium term, with yields remaining very low. Whilst
In China, concerns have been mounting over the ability of policymakers
R374.33
global growth concerns appear elevated, economic data in developed
to engineer a ‘soft landing, although Q3 GDP growth at 6.9% (q/q/
R350
markets suggests an ongoing expansion with potential for upside
annualised) beat the 6.8% consensus. The Chinese central bank has
surprise. Consequently, we remain positive on spread products like
pulled outR300
all the stops to support the economy, including cutting
investment-grade and high-yield corporate bonds that offer more
interest rates for the sixth time in a year in October. Its December
attractive relative yields and valuations. Outside of energy and mining,
Outlook Report
R250 for 2016 projected 2015 GDP growth at 6.9% and
we do not expect a poor performance or sharp rise in defaults in these
6.8% for 2016, but these figures are widely viewed as being heavily
assets, especially now that the hiking cycle is underway and the Fed
‘massaged’;
indicators such as bank lending and electricity consumption
R200
has said they continue to expect a “gradual” rate rise.
paint a much bleaker picture.
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Other emerging markets, meanwhile, remained under serious
pressure from
R100 falling commodity prices, the stronger dollar and
investor caution, although the Fed’s rate hike has finally relieved
some uncertainty. It has been a horrible year in general for EMs
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and commodity-driven economies: The most recent forecasts show
Brazil’s economy contracting by 3.7% in 2015 and 2.8% in 2016,
while Russian GDP is seen at -3.7% for 2015 and -0.5% for 2016.
In Q4, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index (US$) returned 0.7%, and
-14.6% for the year. This compares to -0.3% for developed markets
(MSCI World Free Index, US$) in 2015. .
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MARKET OVERVIEW
The fourth quarter of 2015 (Q4) was generally a more positive one
in global financial markets compared to the previous quarter, but for
South African investors it was a period best forgotten. Although global
growth remained slow, importantly, two major sources of market
uncertainty improved: the US Federal Reserve finally raised interest
rates 25 basis points (bps) in December as expected, and Chinese
economic data stabilised and surprised positively over the three months.
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Sources: Prudential, Morningstar & Deutsche Securities
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As has been the trend this year, developed markets fared better than
emerging markets (EMs), with commodity prices and EM currencies
continuing on their weakening path. The price of Brent crude oil
fell by 23.6%, while gold was down 4.7% and platinum lost 4.4%.
This sustained global deflationary pressures as the European Central
Bank expanded its quantitative easing (QE) programme and Japan
and China continued with their broader policy support. While there
were no significant changes to Chinese GDP growth forecasts during
Q4, there were modest but consistent downward revisions for the
US, the Eurozone and many emerging markets, with a reduction in
the OECD’s global 2015 GDP forecast in November to 2.9% from
3.0% and to 3.3% from 3.6% in 2016.
In the US, GDP growth decelerated to 2.1% (q/q annualised) in
Q3, which Federal Reserve Chairman Janet Yellen characterised as
“moderate” but sustainable. Growth has been driven largely by
stronger US consumer spending thanks to much cheaper oil and
greater job security. Yellen reinforced the message that the US rate
hiking cycle would be “gradual”, helping to reassure investors. The
S&P500 returned 7.0% (in US$) for the quarter, but returned only
1.7% for the year. US Treasuries sold off prior to the Fed’s actual rate
hike, and subsequently tracked sideways. US high-yield bonds lost more
ground, impacted by weaker commodity prices as mining and energy
company debt spreads widened. The Barclays Global Aggregate Bond
Index (US$), a mixture of government and corporate bonds, posted a
total return of -1.2% in the quarter, for a total of -3.2% for the year.
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In global fixed income, we remain underweight duration and previously
reduced interest rate risk on our US holdings in our specialist portfolios
through our allocation to floating-rate notes (FRNs). We have maintained
this defensive positioning in Q4 following the US Federal Reserve’s
rate hike. We continue to be positive on spread products in both
investment-grade and high-yield corporate bond markets, given their
attractive yields and that we don’t see an environment developing in
which they would perform very poorly (namely, an aggressive interest
rate-hiking cycle or a recession in which generally default rates would
rise sharply, beyond energy and mining companies that are specifically
struggling as a result of the dramatic collapse in commodity prices).

2010

R100 Initial Investment

We continue to prefer global equities over bonds and cash in our global
portfolios, given their superior return potential. Most developed equity
markets produced good returns in Q4, becoming more expensive,
although they looked to have run out of steam in December amid
In theFACT
Eurozone,
growth remained modest anddIsCLOsURE
inflation subdued. Q3dOCUMENT
sHEET/MINIMUM
concerns over global economic growth and a lack of corporate earnings
GDP growth did improve to 1.6% (q/q annualised), while 1.5% is
growth. Our sense for now is that the growth risks in developed
forecast for 2015 and 1.8% in 2016, boosted by the ECB’s enhanced
markets are overdone and we have maintained our equity exposure
QE programme and continuing falls in Eurozone unemployment.
in these markets.
Emerging market equities lost further ground, and
sINCE
pERFORMANCE,
dIsTRIBUTIONs
REINVEsTEd
(A CLAss)
Over
theINCEpTION
quarter, theCUMULATIVE
Dow Jones Euro
Stoxx 50 Index (US$)
returned
although are relatively cheap, carry higher risks. We have a tactical
2.8%, for a total return of -4.5% for 2015. In Japan, GDP growth
exposure to India and Korea. Our equity allocations therefore continue
is now expected
R300 at 0.6% in 2015 and 1.0% in 2016, highlighting
to be weighted broadly towards developed markets, since from a
the need for Abe’s continuing supportive economic policies. Despite
R285.53
long-term valuation perspective developed market equities (such as
poor domestic growth,
over the quarter the Nikkei returned 9.2%,
Benchmark
R274.83
Germany)
are
somewhat
cheap
both
in
absolute
terms
and
relative
R250
and 10.6%
for 2015, making it the best performing of all the major
to
cash
and
bonds.
developed markets, assisted by the weak yen that has boosted exports.
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pERFORMANCE
For the quarter ending 31 December 2015, the fund returned 13.6%
(net of fees in rand), compared to an average return of 14.5% from
the ASISA Global Multi-Asset Low Equity sector. Rand weakness
against the major currencies added significantly to performance from
most assets, both equities and fixed income. In rand terms, the top
contributors to absolute performance were the fund’s Japanese and
German equity holdings along with an exposure to US commercial
property. Overweight exposures to Italy and India both detracted from
performance when compared to the peer group, as did an allocation
to value orientated equities in a number of regions. Value has generally
struggled as financial and resource companies have lagged general
market performance., Within the fund’s fixed income holdings, the
high allocation to cash was helpful as bond markets generally posted
negative return in hard currency terms, whilst our allocation to fixed
and floating rate US high yield detracted.
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sTRATEgY ANd OUTLOOK
31 dECEMBER 2015

In China, concerns
R200 have been mounting over the ability of policymakers
to engineer a “soft landing”, although Q3 GDP growth at 6.9% (q/q/
annualised) beat the 6.8% consensus. The Chinese central bank has
pulled outR150
all the stops to support the economy, including cutting
interest rates for the sixth time in a year in October. Its December
Outlook Report for 2016 projected 2015 GDP growth at 6.9% and
R100
6.8% for 2016, but these figures are widely viewed as being heavily
“massaged”; indicators such as bank lending and electricity consumption
paint a much
bleaker picture. After the wild gyrations of Q3, Chinese
R50
equities were calmer and stronger, with the Shanghai Composite Index
up about 15% to end the year with a 9.4% total return.
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Other emerging markets, meanwhile, remained under serious pressure
from falling commodity prices, the stronger dollar and investor caution,
although the Fed’s rate hike has finally relieved some uncertainty. It
has been a horrible year in general for EMs and commodity-driven
economies: The most recent forecasts show Brazil’s economy contracting
by 3.7% in 2015 and 2.8% in 2016, while Russian GDP is seen at
-3.7% for 2015 and -0.5% for 2016. In Q4, the MSCI Emerging
Markets Index (US$) returned 0.7%, and -14.6% for the year. This
compares to -0.3% for developed markets (MSCI World Free Index,
US$) in 2015. In US dollar terms, Brazilian equities lost 41.8% for the
year, Turkey was down 31.6% and South Africa returned -25.1%.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
The fourth quarter of 2015 (Q4) was generally a more positive one
in global financial markets compared to the previous quarter, but for
South African investors it was a period best forgotten. Although global
growth remained slow, importantly, two major sources of market
uncertainty improved: the US Federal Reserve finally raised interest
rates 25 basis points (bps) in December as expected, and Chinese
economic data stabilised and surprised positively over the three months.
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Given slowing global economic growth, corporate earnings growth
remains vulnerable to downward revisions.
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global financial markets compared to the previous quarter, but for South
Index, for the quarter, returning +17.5% in Rand.
African investors it was a period best forgotten. Although global growth
For the year, the Fund’s positive return in Rand of +27.8% was all achieved
remained slow, importantly, two major sources of market uncertainty
by currency depreciation. The fund earned -4.5% in US Dollar terms,
FacT
improved:
the sHeeT/miNimUm
US Federal Reserve finally raisedDisclOsUre
interest rates 25 basisDOcUmeNT
underperforming the benchmark by 2.1%. Stock selection by our US
points (bps) in December as expected, and Chinese economic data
quality value fund manager, Vulcan, in the consumer discretionary sector
stabilised and surprised positively over the three months.
hurt performance
but was in part offset by stellar performance from
siNce iNcePTiON cUmUlaTiVe PerFOrmaNce, DisTriBUTiONs reiNVesTeD
(a class)
As has been the trend during 2015, developed markets fared better
our European fund managers. We are also pleased by the performance
than emerging markets (EMs), with commodity prices and EM currencies
from our global defensively positioned fund manager, First Eagle, who
R350
continuing on their weakening path. Over the quarter, the price of Brent
has started to contribute to performance of late.
crude oil fell
by 23.6%,
andCategory
iron ore declined
ASISA
Mean a disastrous 25%. Gold,
r305.22
R300
sTraTegY aND OUTlOOK
meanwhile, was down 4.7% and platinum lost 4.4%. This sustained
r303.65
Global equities remain more attractively valued compared to SA equities
global deflationary
pressures as the European Central Bank expanded
R250
on measures like price-earnings and price-book value ratios.
its quantitative easing (QE) programme and Japan and China continued
with their broader
policy support. While there were no significant changes
R200
Developed market equities (such as Germany) still appear to be the best
to Chinese GDP growth forecasts during Q4, there were modest but
value from an historic valuation perspective. EM equities remain very risky
consistent R150
downward revisions for the US, the Eurozone and many
since macroeconomic risks still appear to be skewed to the downside.
emerging markets.
We also remain underweight commodity producers like Australia and
R100
Canada, as well as the US.
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FUND maNagers:
Michael Moyle and Marc Beckenstrater

reTUrN

PRUDENTIAL GLOBAL VALUE FUND OF FUNDS
marKeT OVerVieW
POrTFOliO maNager cOmmeNTs
31
DecemBer 2015
The fourth quarter of 2015 (Q4) was generally a more positive one in
The Fund was flat against its benchmark, the MSCI All Countries World

reTUrNs siNce iNcePTiON##
Highest annualised return
Lowest annualised return

MULTIASSET

INCOME

asisa caTegOrY:
Global - Equity - General
lOW

meD

BeNcHmarK:
risK
MSCI All Country World Index (Net)

HigH

FUND OBJecTiVe:
iNcePTiON
DaTe:
To February
obtain 2000
medium-to long-term capital
18
appreciation by investing in a suite of
FUND size:
international equity unit trust funds that
R253 941 225
are managed with a value-style bias. Fund
managers selected by Prudential in different
global centres manage the Fund’s underlying
assets.
iNVesTOr PrOFile:
Investors seeking medium-to long-term capital
appreciation with returns optimised by global
diversification and value-style investing. The
recommended investment horizon is 5 years
or longer.
iNVesTmeNT maNDaTe:
While all global markets are considered for
value opportunities, the Fund may not invest
more than 75% in any one underlying fund.
FUND maNagers:
Michael Moyle and Marc Beckenstrater
asisa caTegOrY:
Global - Equity - General
BeNcHmarK:
HOW TO iNVesT
MSCI All Country World Index (Net)

0860
105
iNcePTiON
DaTe:
18 February 2000

775

*As at 31 December 2015 (updated quarterly)

FUND size:
prudential.co.za
R253 941 225

query@myprudential.co.za
Disclaimer
iNVesTmeNT

OPTiONs
a class
Prudential
managers
Unit Trusts ltd (Registration number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential
Investment
R2 000
MinimumPortfolio
lump sum
investment
Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary Financial Services Provider (#45199). The Trustee’s/Custodian details are: Standard Bank of South Africa Limited
R500 pm
monthly
debit
order20th Floor, Main Tower, Standard Bank Centre, Heerengracht, Cape Town. Prudential Portfolio Managers Unit Trusts Ltd (Registration
-Minimum
Trustee Services
& Investor
Services.
number:

1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved discretionary
Financial
(#45199). Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally medium-to long-term investments. Past performance is not necessarilyaa guide
to future
iNiTialServices
FeesProvider
(excl. VaT)
class
investment performance. Unit trust prices are calculated on a net asset value basis. This means the price is the total net market value of all assets of the unit trust fund divided by the
0.00%
Prudential
total
number of units of the fund. Any market movements – for example in share prices, bond prices, money market prices or currency fluctuations - relevant to the underlying assets of
(max)
Financial
applicable)
the
fund mayadviser
cause the(ifvalue
of the underlying assets to go up or down. As a result, the price of your units may go up or down. Unit trusts are traded at the ruling 3.00%
forward price
of the
day, meaning that transactions are processed during the day before you or the Manager know what the price at the end of the day will be. The price and therefore the number of units
involved in the transaction are only known on the following day. The unit trust fund may borrow up to 10% of the fund value, and it may also lend any scrip (proof of ownership of an
aNNUal maNagemeNT Fees (excl. VaT)
a class
investment instrument) that it holds to earn additional income. A Prudential unit trust fund may consist of different fund classes that are subject to different fees and charges. Where
Prudential**
0.75%
applicable,
the Manager will pay your financial adviser an agreed standard ongoing adviser fee, which is included in the overall costs of the fund. A Collective Investment
Schemes (CIS)
summary
with
all
fees
and
maximum
initial
and
ongoing
adviser
fees
is
available
on
our
website.
One
can
also
obtain
additional
information
on
Prudential
products
on
the Prudential
0.50%
Financial adviser service fee*** (if applicable)
website. The Manager may, at its discretion, close your chosen unit trust fund to new investors and to additional investments by existing investors to make sure that it is managed in
**
Additional
underlying
foreign
fundalso
feesstop
are your
dependent
the order
fund and
are included
in the TERmakes no guarantees as to the capital invested in the fund or the returns of the fund.
accordance
with
its mandate.
It may
existingon
debit
investment.
The Manager
***
Included
in Prudential’s
annual
feefund
above
Excessive
withdrawals
from the
fundmanagement
may place the
under liquidity pressure and, in certain circumstances; a process of ring fencing withdrawal instructions may be followed. The
Fund may hold foreign securities including foreign CIS funds. As a result, the fund may face material risks. The volatility of the fund may be higher and the liquidity of the underlying
securities
may be(incl.
restricted
proceeds
of sales
eXPeNses
VaT) due to relative market sizes and market conditions. The fund’s ability to settle securities and to repatriate investment income, capital or thea
class
of securities may be adversely affected for multiple reasons including market conditions, macro-economic and political circumstances. Further, the return on the security may be affected
Total Expense
Ratioby(TER)
(positively
or negatively)
the difference in tax regimes between the domestic and foreign tax jurisdictions. The availability of market information and information on2.06%
any underlying
sub-funds
may be
delayed.
The fund is a fund of funds which may only invest in other unit trusts (sub-funds) and assets in liquid form. Sub-funds may levy their own charges
that could
0.12%
Transaction
Costs
(TC)
result in a higher fee structure for these funds. Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website. These are also available upon request. The performance is calculated for the
Total Investment
Charges
(IC) may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. Purchase2.18%
portfolio.
Individual investor
performance
and repurchase
requests
must be received
by the
Manager
bya13h30
(11h30
Moneyhas
Market
for Dividend
Income
Funds)
SA time
each
business
day.
AllFX
online
and repurchase
Where
a transaction
cost is not
readily
available,
reasonable
bestfor
estimate
been and
used.10h30
Estimated
transaction
costs may
include
Bond,
Money
Market,
and
costs purchase
(where applicable).
transactions must be received by the Manager by 10h30 (for all Funds) SA time each business day.
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Application forms
Invest now

Application forms and all required
documentation must be faxed to
+27 11 263 6143 or e-mailed to
instructionsa@myprudential.co.za.

